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Central Billing Expected
To Get.Council Approval

FATAL ACCIDENT—Mrs. Patty klicins, Route Six, was fatally injured in a four-% chide accident at 10:05 a. m.
today, 2.5 miles east of Murray on Highway 94.
Staff Photo by Did Hill

One Person Killed
in Accident Toda
vehicle, a tractor trailer; the Herndon
Mrs. Patty H. Elkins, Route Slit, was
pronounced-dead-at the scene-of-a-four----vehicle,-a-South Central Bell telephone
truck; and the Elkins passenger car
vehicle accident this morning shortly
were all going west on Highway 94.
after Lena. m.on Highway 94 East.
Police reported that the Nanney
Kentucky State Police said vehicles
vehicle, a grain truck, was going east
driven by James E. Shropshire, 707
on 94, when snow blinded the driver,
Goodman; Jimmy D. Herndon, 1620
causing him to veer into the other lane.
Kirkwood; Mrs. Elkins; and Ronnie
State Police said the Nanney truck hit
Dale Nanney, Route One Hardin, were
the Shropshire vehicle first, then struck
involved in the accident.
the Herndon vehicle, and then struck
Police reports said the Shropshire

the Elkins car nearly head-on.
The accident occurred 2.5 miles east
of*Miurray on Highway 94. The fatality
is the seventh in Calloway County this
year.
Mrs. Elkins was the wife of Lestel
Elkins. Other survivors had not been
named at noon today. The Max Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of •
4firrangements.

$75,000 Suit Filed Against
City By Riviera Courts Owner
Times today that it is his contention
A law suit againstthe City of Murray
seeking $75,000 in damages has been that "what we have here is a taking of a
filed in U. S. District Court in Paducah citizens property without due process
of lorov.:'
bobaltot Itabert.L.Asaibley. owner
'Tilley said that:the original owner
of Riviera Courts mobile home park
and developer of the mobile home park
here.
The suit involves the ownership of had "agreed by written contract that
the water aid sewer lines) would
water and sewer lines that Were extended from the city's existing lines to become the property of the Murray
Riviera Courts at the time the mobile Water and Sewer System in return for
home park was built.
certain obligations on the part of the
Mike Tilley,an attorney With the firm city of Murray and its water and sewer
of Charles A. Williams and Associates system." Tilley said that the
of Paducah, who is , representing obligations on the part of the city were
Keathley, told The Murray Ledger & ;,:In regard to rates...

Letter from Tappan
To UAW Made Public
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"i 1 Your October 19, 1976 letter to
D. W. Dickson, General Manager of
the Murray Operation of The Tappan the UAW membership generally
Company, said today that a number of reflects the Company's proposals made
questions had been raised relative to to the Union on October 5, 1976.
'12) The Company's October 5
the UAW - International's letter to
Tappan employees and the subsequent proposal was withdrawn because the
Murray Ledger & Times news article of Local Union Committee would not
recommend ratification, and we were
November 3, 1976.
In an effort to clear up any misun- of the opinion that any presentation by
derstandings, Dickson today made the Committee to the membership
public a recent letter to Dallas Sells, would be totally negative.
"i 3 I That proposal will have to
Director of Region 3 of the UAW,
relative to The Tappan Company's remain our basic . position and the
Come,sny is willing, at this time, to
current position.
again pla6e it on the table providing the
The letter is as follows:
Local Committee will, take an af"Dear Mr.Sells:
'We have reviewed the October 19, firmative position on this proposal.
1976 letter to Tappan employees, However, if the UAW Local 1068's
members of Local-1068,and the Murray Committee is unwilling to do so, we will
Ledger & Times Newspaper article have no other alternative but to take
dated November 3, 1976, in which the whatever steps are necessary to
results of the balloting covered in your manufacture our products. .
"We trust this will make our position
letter were announced. Some misunderstandings appear to have been clear,
"Yours very truly,_ D. W. Dickson,
generated by both your letter and the
article. These have'been reported to us General Manager."
and have made it necessary for us to
clearly set_ forth The Tappan Company's position.

Home Gutted
By Fire Today
The second story of a two story frame
home owned by Lubie Blanton, 506
North First, was gutted by fire early
today, according' to-411e- Murray City
Fire Department.
Fire reports said the fire started
around 12:30 a.m, today,and originated
in a flue. The fire was extinggiished with
the booster.
Fourteen men and three trucks from
the city fire department answered the
call.

Snow Today
Snow accumulating one to three
inches before tapering off to flurries
tonight. Steady or falling ternperatureS
- and low tonight in the mid to upper 20s.
Cloudy with chance of -snow flurries
Friday; high in the low to mid 30s.

"The city, by ordinance and other- .
wise, has broken its end of the
bargain," Tilley added.
'At issiie'-is an agreement signed by

the original developer of ;the mobile
home park, then Mayor Holmes .Ellis
'and members of the water and sewer
committee of the City Council at the
time..The agreement was entered into
in July of 1970.

The Murray Common Council is
System into a single bill. The Murray
expetied. tonight to authorize Mayor
Electric System MES I has reportedly
John F. Scott to sign a contract on
been invited to join in the central billing
system but the electric plant board has
behalf of the 'city that will institute
taken no action on the matter.
cend'al billing for at least three of the
cn)'s four utility services.
NIES board chairman Bill Boyd said
The contract with Peripheral
at the regular meeting of the electrir
PSR
of
Inc.,
Research,
Systems
plant board Wednesday that -it was my
Murra was discussed at length at a
understanding we were supposed to get
.•pre-council" session held last night. A
a communication from the mayor
majority of the council indicated their
I concerning central billing )...to my
approval of the contract following a few
knowledge we have received nothing to
clauses.
certain
changes in wording in
date."
Official actioli on the contract will be
regular•
council's
the
taken tonight at
Mayor Scott told the caused last night
that the letter was written and mailed
meeting which will begin at 7:30 p.m, in
the television studios at Murray State
Octobe-r-18-and that he did not know why
the electric system had not received the
University. The meeting will be
letter' inviting them to join in the centelevised over cable channel 11. ;
tral billing system.
ALtbis time, according to reports
,c
nalida-lit:C7DiV•ty,
given by
_ various council members-Tillie —
the central billing commi ee,
central billing will incorporate the bills
recommended that the council approve
of the Murray Water and Sewer
the contract with PSR id tonight's
System, the Murray Natural Gas
meeting.
System and the Murray Sanitation

"This contract is much better than
any we could get from Central Services," Dr. Lowry said.
Central Services, with offices in
Tupelo, Miss., and Jackson, Tn.,
presently handles the billings for the
electric system and the water system.
PSR is currently ,providing billing
services for the Murray Natural Gas
•
System.
Charles Walston of PSR said that if
the contract, is approved at 'tonight's
meeting the system could possibly be
implemented in time for the March 1,
1977 billing.
The council also discussed the budget
fol the coming year and all committees
and depahment heads were urged to
get their budget requests finalized as
soon ,.as possible so that the budget
committee would- have •athfik—rtm—e-lii-formulate the 1977 budget. The budget •
must be finalized and approved prior to .
the start of the year.

MSU Could Be Site

State Panel To Consider
WestKentucky VetSchool
Murray has been named as a possible
5iite for a
proposed 84 ' million
veterinarian training clinic for Western
Kentucky that will be considered by the
. Higher
Kentucky Council on..
-P:ducation at .its Jan. 12 nieeting,
Triery SO Y der COttheiT
'executive director.
Snyder said he will not make 'a
recommendation for a site for the
clinic, but said he "has heard talk" that
It will be located in either Hopkinsville,

Murray,or Bowling Green.
Murray State University is thought to
have a good chance of getting the clinic
because university' 'officials expressed
an interest in veterinary training more
than two years ago. MSU was the first

institution in the state to seek
legislative support for a veterinary
training facility.
Snyder said there are no funds earmarked for the vet clinic, but said
capital construction.pri9ritiiiOW be
changed to construct- the proposed
facility. Gov. Carroll would have the
authority to change priorities to include
the clinic in the funding , approved
earlier this year by the legislature,
according to Snyder.
Snyder said Wednesday that the
clinic would operate in conjunctipnwith
Veterinarian programs at Ohio State
and Auburn universities.
- Under the proposal;students, would

their Tif.St•-•iliFee 5rS—Cir-7 —
training at the Universities, then take
their fourth year of work at the clinic,
Snyder said.
He said the clinic would provide
training • in • specialized, • secondary •
-veterinary - Sciefitv,.44i4hot- That-- The -.facility 'would be the first of its kind in
Kentucky.
Snyder said the subject •
scheduled for consideration at a special
meeting of the council here on Nov. 18,
but that session was cancelled because
"a staff report on the clinic wasn't
compiete.••
Snyder said he would be prepared to
make specific reconunendations on the
project at the January session.

ii-FeiTe

At a later date, however, the
agreement was declared invalid by. the
"City Council. Murray City Attorney •
Wells It.verbey said today that he said
at the time and that he still feels the
agreement was not valid since it was
not ratified by the full City Council.
Overbey said that in the past when a
developer has desired
. an extension of
water and sewer-lines-,--tbe developer
and the city would enter into a "refund
agreement."
The refund agreement stipulates that
the developer pays for the extension,of
the lines, which then. become , the
property of the Water and Sewer
System and that in future years, if
'additional customers tap onto,that line,
the developer is given a refund of 8150
for each such tap-on.
Apparently no refund agreement was
entered into with the Riviera Courts
-developer other than the agreement the
city claims is invalid.
The suit filed on behalf of Keathley
says:
"...the city of Murray has by its
actions taken said water and sewer
lines and is applying same to public use
without just compensation being
previously made to the owner thereof.
plaintiff herein."
The suit claims that the acts on the
part of the city are in violation of the
14th Amendment of the United States
Constitution and Sections 13 and 242 of
the Constitution of the Commonwealth
'I-oficentucly.

MES Board Okays Plans
For Transmission Lines

The Murray Electric System Board
of Directors approved the drafting of
plans and specifications for proposed
transmission lines connecting three
substations within the city.
The drafting of the plans will be
handled by Allen and Hoshali, Inc.,
consulting engineers of Memphis. The
construction cost of the proposal
selected by the board was estimated at
$136,000.
Electric system Supt. Bill Barker
said that the loop linking the substations together would allow work to
be done on the 69,000 volt transmission
systems with the power cdt off since
electricity 'could be diverted from
,another substation.
Barker also reported that the System
hag' completed new restrooms and
lounge areas in the office building on
Olive Street; The project was done at a

wsis of $12,000. Barker said.
The board also briefly discussed the
city's plans for central billing for utility
services but no action was. taken.
Chairman Bill Boyd said that • it was
My understanding we were supposed to
get communicatiqn from the mayor
1 concerning Central billing ...we have
received nothing to date."

TODAY'S INDEX
Two Sections Today
Local Scene
' 3
Horoscope
4
Opinion Page
4
Garrott's Galley
6 78
Sports
10
Deaths& Funerals
13
Crossword
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Comics
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13.14.15
•
16
Dear Abby
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6 Pages

AND SUDDENLY, THERE IT WAS—The first srlowfall•oi the-sermait'hit ClIlowas, County this morning and by late
morning the moist snowflakes had left a white cap on many cars and homes. Very little acc umulation Vias reported
on streets but as a precautionary measure, the Calloway County. School System dismissed classes at mid-day -so
that buses could run their routes with minimal hazard.
Start Photo By Davod Hal
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Carroll May Make
Recommendation

Honor Roll Released
For Murray High School

LOUISVILLE. Ky. !AP) —
recortunensiation may in
,tade b) 'Thursda'y on whether
include he issue of Work!' n's Compen4ation in the
apt-liming special session of
he General Assembly, according to Gov. Julian M

A.

twenty Roberts 2.78, Kelly Robinson
Sophoino,es
hundred
, One
Karen Bailey 4.82. Howard
students have earned a 2 56, Susan Rogers 2.56,
scholastic standing of 2.50 to Sherry Runyon 2.56, Tom Boone 2.75. Mitzi Cathey 2.56,
3* to make the first period Shupe 2.80, Lisa Smith 2.50, John Denham 2.60, Rita Evuts
honor roll at Murray High Roger Smith 3.0, Ricky Taylor 2.60, Harry Fannin 3.0, Debbie
Geurin 3.0, Keane Gregory
School, according to Dr Ray 2.75, Melody Travis 2.50; ,Karen Thompson 2.56, Gneg 2.78, Debi Henry 2.60, Lynda
Reeves, principal.
Fifty seniors, 28 Juniors. 29 Vaughn 3.0, Mark Vinson 2.50, Johnson 2.80;
sophomores and 13 freshmen Larry Watkins 2.80, Alison
Jerry Kelly 3.0, Heather
among the 702 students have Weaver 2.64, Liz Whitmer 2.71,
Kodman 2.64, Jeff Kursave
:achieved this honor
JoAnn Williams 2.78, Kelly
3.0, Mike Kurz 2.60, Gena
Williams 2.64, Debbie Wilson
Seniors
Lovett 3.0, Dana Mansfield
qhuck Adams 3.0, Pat 2.80. Phillip Zacheretti 2.67.
2.78, Kathy McHugh 2.64
Haggett 2.64, Gamut Beasley
Juniors
Tracy Nall 2.82, Sharon
2 75. Brad Boort. 3.0, Malinda
Beth Boston 2.80, Tressa
Outland 2.80:
Cochran 3 ,, Stuart Cotrell Brewer 2.78, Debbie Darnell
Stacy Overbey 3.0, Michael
50. TerLsa Cunningham 2.75, 3.0, Ali Davao 2.60, Lisa
Eeeanna Dick 2,78, Paula - English 2.60, Frank Gilliam Pitts 2.64, Rhonda Sledd 2.50,
Edwards 2.78, Ken Farley 2.82,' Joey Grasty 2.70, Kent Terry Smith 3.0, Brad Taylor
Harman 2.75, Tim Harrell 2.60, Lynn Todd 2.80, Theresa
286.
Vaughn 2.60,, Jaina Washer
Jamie Flora 2.67, Lisa 2.50, Delores Honchul 2.64;
Francis 2.60, Jackie Galloway
Bruce Horning 3.0, Karen 2.78. Laura Watkins 3.0, Mark
•'2.60, Linda Hart 2.78, Sonia Jackson 2.78, Claude Johnson Young 2.64.
Thomason 3.0, Mary Ann Kurz 2.82, Gina Jones 3.0, Michelle
Freshmen
2.80. Anne Gregory 3.0, Steve Kelly 3.0, Anita laminack 3.0,
Lynne Beatty 2.78. Brent
Hancock 2.60, Pain Lassiter Kathy May 2.80, Greg.,, Boston 3.0, Robyn Burke 3.J,
McReynolds 2.60, 'Tammy bon Clayton 2.82, Susan Crass
2 64, Mary Ann Littleton 2.80.
Randy May 3.0, Lisa, Melton 2.60;
e2resa Dick 2.80, Denise
2.82
Dyc,uTeresa
,Carol Montgomery 3.0, Jon
McDaniel 2.50, Bill McHugh
2.75. Deanna McMillen 2.80, Noffsinger 2.80, Michael
Michael FaSmtte 2.60, Mark
Darren Miles 2.50, Christine Russell 2 80, Laura Shinners
Ferguson 2.80, Tim Millet
Montgomery 3.0, Sherry Nall 2.60, Belinda Suiter 2.60.
2.64, Doug Moore 2.64, Kathy
278. Jan Outland 2.60, Julie DeAnn Thornton 2.54, Shara
Outland 2.60, James karoutland 3.0, Lisa Outland 2.80; Toon 2.82, Lisa Watson 2,80,
brough 2.64..
•
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The governor said state
government must operate its
own business efficiently and
encourage strength in the
business community so it will
produce more tax revenue.
'When
bothered
with
inflation as we are now,
government too often turns to
new taxes, but that's really
he easy way," Carroll said.
• Bu • I won't accept that. Most
people are paying as much as
he) can now in taxes."

IT DUG CE1TERS

Di-Gel Liquid

II

No-fault automobile insurance also is a likely topic,
Carroll said again, as he has
previously.
He stressed that the state's
economy can be bolstered
wi,hout levying new taxes.

Open Daily
9 AM-9 PM
1-6 Sunday

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

Say-Rite's
Low
Price

Speaking before the 80th
innual convention of the
!alependen.
Insurance
kgents if Kentucky, Carroll
Monday hat a special
onuiussion studying work'bens ctaupe11541 KM is exec6ed .o make a final
onuiiendation to him on
hursdat
le said the issue probably
.1 be on the special session's
a. ,nda.
,4ore than 600 insurance
.i.ems from around the state
at attending he convention,
al ich ends today.
.tecent Kentucky Supreme
decisions and an in• ease in workmen's comp- Ism ion rates have corn'oratse he premiums
b.: in average of 32.5 per cent
tht. ear. Some organizations
e been lobbying to have
• kmen s compensation
m'sidered by ae special

JimAdams

session, expecied to convene,
he las, week of this month.
Carroll said the commission
will
have
probably
suggestions that will reduce
premiums.
-My own staff has been
independent
making
evaluaiions of some aspects
and hope to have additions to
he commission's recomtnehdations that will reduce
he premiums more," the
governor commented.
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Central Billing Expected
To Get Council Approval
FATAL ACCIDENT—Mrs. Patty Elkins, Route Six, was fatally injured in a four-vehicle accident at
10:05 a. m.
today, 2.5 miles east of Murray on Highway 94.
Staff Photo by David IIifl

One Person Killed
In Accident Toda
Mrs. Patty H. Elkins, Route Six, was
pronounced dead at the scene of a fourvehicle accident this morning shortly
after ten a. m. on Highway 94 East.
Kentucky State Police said vehicles
driven by James E. Shropshire, 707
Goodman; Jinunr D. Herndon, 1620
Kirkwood; Mrs. Elkins; and Ronnie
Dale Nanney, Route One Hardin, were
involved in the accident.
Police reports said the Shropshire

vehicle, a tractor trailer; the Herndon
vehicle, a South Central Bell telephone
truck; and the Elkins passenger car
were all going west on Highway 94.
Police reported that the Nanney
vehicle, a grain truck, was going east
on 94, when snow blinded-thedriver,
causing him to veer into the other lane.
State Police said the Nanney truck hit
the Shropshire vehicle first, then struck
the Herndon vehicle, and then struck

the Elkins car nearly head-on.
The accident occurred 2.5 miles east
of Murray on Highway 94. The fatality
is the seventh in Calloway County this
year.
Mrs. Elkins was the wife of lege!
Elkins. Other survivors had not been
named at noon today:. The Max Churchill Funeral Home will beta charge of
arrangements.

$75,000 Suit Filed Against
_City By Riviera Courts Owner
A law suit against the City of Murray
seeking $75,000 in damages has been
filed in U. S. District Court in Paducah
on beasItoll 1114abect.A.East1bley, owner..
of Riviera Courts mobile home park
here.
The suit involves the ownership of
water and sewer lines that were extended from the city's existing lines to
Riviera Courts at the time the mobile
home park was built.
Mike Tilley, an attorney with the firm
of Charles A. Williams and Associates
of Paducah, who is representing
Keathley, told The Murray Ledger &

Times today that it is his contention
that "what we have here is a taking of a
citizen's property without due process
of law."
Tilley said that the original owner
and developer of the mobile home park
had "agreed by written contract that
the water and sewer lines) would
become the property of the Murray
..Water and Sewer System in return for
certain obligations on the part of the
city of Murray and its water and sewer
system." Tilley said that the
obligations on the part of the city were
"in regard to rates."

Letter From Tappan
To UAW Made Public
1D.
Dickson, General Manager of
the Murr Operation of The Tappan
Company, sal oday that a number of
questions had •
raised relative to
the UAW Internat ...1's letter to
Tappan employees and
Subsequent
Murray Ledger & Times new
tide of
November 3, 1976.
In an effort to clear up any rims
derstandings, Dickson today made
public a recent letter to Dallas Sells,
Director of Region 3 of the UAW,
relative to The Tappan C,ompany's
current position.
• The letter is as follows:
"Dear Mr. Sells:
"We have reviewed the October 19,
1976 letter to Tappan employees,
members of Local 1068, and the Murray
Ledger & Times newspaper article
dated November 3, 1976, in which the
results of the balloting covered in your
letter were announced. Some misunderstandings appear to have been
generated by both your letter and the
article. These have been reported to us
and have made it necessary for us to
clearly set forth The Tappan Company's position.

Home Gutted
By Fire Today
The second story of a two story frame
home owned by Lubie Blanton, 506
North First, was gutted by fire early
today, according to the Murray City
Fire Department.
Fire reports said the fire started
around 12:30 a.m. today,and originated
in a flue. The fire was extinguished with
the booster.
Fourteen men and three trucks from
the city fire department answered the
call.

Snow Today
Snow accumulating one to three
inches before tapering off to flurries
tonight. Steady or falling temperatures
and low tonight in the mid to upper 20s.
Cloudy with chance of snow flurries
Friday, high in the low to mid 30s.

"(1)Your October 19, 1976 letter to
the UAW membership generally
reflects the Company's proposals made
to the Union on October 5, 1976.
"(2) The Company's October 5
proposal was withdrawn because the
Local Union Committee would not
recommend ratification, and we were
of the opinion that any presentation by
he Committee to the membership
w s. d be totally negative.
"(3 That proposal will have to
remain
basic position and the
Company is
ling, at this time, to
again place it on
table providing the
Local Committee w
take an affirmative position on
proposal.
However, if. the UAW
1068's
Committee is unwilling to do so,
.11
have no other alternative but to ta
whatever steps are necessary to
manufacture our products.
"We trust this will make our position
clear.
"Yours very truly, D. W. Dickson,
General Manager."

The city, by ordinance and otherwise, has broken its end of the
bargain," Tilley added.
At issue is an agreement signed by
the original developer of the mobile
home park, then Mayor Holmes Ellis
and members of the water and sewer
committee of the City Council at th...
time. The agreement was entered in;
in July of 1970.
At a later date, however, thc
agreement was declared invalid by thc
City Council. Murray City Attorne
Wells Overbey said today that he said
at the time and that he still feels the
agreement was not valid since it
not ratified by the full City Council.
Overbey said that in the past v.:fien
developer has desired an extension
water and sewer lines, the devel,iper
and the city would enter into a "refund
agreement."
The refund agreement stipulates that
the developer pays for _the.exiensii)n )f
the lines, which then become the
property of the Water and Sewer
System and that in future years. if
additional customers tap onto that line.
the developer is given a refund of $150
for each such tap-on.
Apparently no refund agreement as
entered into with the Riviera Courts
developer other than the agreement the
city claims is invalid.
The suit filed on behalf of Keathley
says:
"...the city of Murray has by ;ts
actions taken said water and sewer
lines and is applying same to public use 1
without just compensation beini:
previously made to the owner ihereof,
plaintiff herein."
The suit claims that the acts on the
par • the city are in violation of the
14th
dment of the United States
Constitutio
d Sections 13 and 242 Of
the Constitutio •f the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.

'Pie Murray Common Council is
System into a single bill. The Murray
"This contract is much better than
expe...ed tonight to authorize Mayor
Electric System (MES) has reportedly any we could get from Central SerJohn E Scott to sign a contract on
been invitedito join in the central billing vices," Dr. Lowry said.
behalf f the city that will institute
system but the electric plant board has
Central Services, with offices in
central billing for at least three of the
taken no action on the matter.
Tupelo, Miss., and Jackson, Tn.,
City 'fur utility services.
presently handles the billings for the
MES board chairman Bill Boyd said
The contract With Peripheral
electric system and the water system.
at the regular meeting of the electric
Systems Research, Inc., ['SRI of
PSR is currently providing billing
plant board Wednesday that "it was my
MuriaV was discussed at length at a
services for the Murray Natural Gas
understanding we were supposed to get
"pre,,.uncil" session held last night. A
System.
a communication from the mayor
maiorlt) of the council indicated their
Charles Walston of PSR said that if
t concerning central billing )...to my
approval if the contract following a few
the contract is approved at tonight's
knowledge we have received nothing to
changes in wording in certain clauses.
date."
meeting the system could possibly be
Official action on the contract will be
implemented in time for the March i,
taken tonight at the council's regular
Mayor Scott told the council last night • /977 billing.
meeting which will begin at 7:30p.m. in
that the letter was written and mailed
the television studios at'Murray State
The council also discussed the budget
October 18 and that he did not know why
for the coming year and all committees
University. The meeting will be
the electric system had not received the
televised over cable channel 11. •
and department heads were urged to
letter inviting them to join in the cenget their budget requests finalized as
At this time, according to reports
tral billing system.
soon as possible so that the budget
given by various COUDeil members, the
Councilman C. C. Lowry,chairman of
committee would have ample time to
.centralbilling will incorporate the bills
the central billing committee,
formulate the 1977 budget. The'budget
--ef---ine----Murrey Water-and _ -Sewer - reconiniended that the council
approvemusThe
System, the Murray Natural Gas the contract with PSR at
IC)
tonight's
the start t4the year.
Sy.stem -and the Murray Sanitation
meeting.

MSU Could Be Site

State Panel To Consider West Kentucky VetSchool
Murray has been named as a possible
for •a - proposed $4 million
veterinarian training clinic for Western
Kentucky that will be considered by the
Kentucky Council on Public Higher
Et1uca,tion-a1--its Jan. 12 meeting, according Co Harry Snyder, council
executive directd.
SnAer said he will not make a
recommendation for a site for the
clinic, but said he "has heard talk" that
it will be located id either Hophinsville,
Murray,or Bowling Green.
Murray State University is thought to
have a good:chance of getting the clinic
because university officials expressed
an interest in veterinary training more
dirt two years ago. MSU was the first
SSte--

institution in the state to seek
legislative support for -a - veterinary.
training facility.
Snyder said there are no funds earmarked for the vet clinic, but said
capital construction priorities could be
changed to construct the proposed
facility. Gov. Carroll would have the
authority to change priorities to include
the clinic in the funding approved
earlier this year by the legislature,
according to Snyder.
Snyder said Wednesday that the
clinic would operate in conjunction with
veterinarian programs at Ohio State
and Auburn universities.
Under the proposal, students would

receive their first three years of .
training at the universities, then take
their fourth year of work at the clinic,
Snyder said.
•
He said the clinic would provide
training in specialized, secondary
veterinary science, adding that the
facility would be the first of its kind in
Kentucky.
Snyder said the subject was
scheduled for consideration at a special
meeting of the council here on Nov. 18,
but that session was cancelled because .
"a staff report on the clinic wasnL
complete."
Snyder said he would be prepared to
make specific recommendations in the
project at the January session.

I.

MES Board Okays Plan
For Transmission Lines

The Murray Electric System Board
of Directors approved the drafting of
plans and specifications for proposed
transmission- lines connecting three
substations within the city.
The drafting of the plans will be
handled....4r—A11
and Hoshall, Inc.,
consulting engineers of Memphis. The
construction cost of the proposal
selected by the board was estimated at
$136,000.
Electric system Supt./gill Barker
said that the loop linking the substations together would allow work to
be done on the 69,000 volt transmission
systems with the power cut off since
electricity could be diverted from
another substation.
Barker also reported that the system
has completed new restrooms and
lounge areas in the office building on
Olive Street. The project was done at a

•
•
•

costs of $12,000. Barker said.
The board also briefly discussed the
city's plans for central billing for utility
services but no action was taken.
Chairman Bill Boyd said that it was my understanding we were supposed to
get communication from the maj
(concerning central billing 1..
hoe'
received nothing to date

TODAY'S INDEX
Two Sections Today
Local Scene
Horoscope
Opinion Page
Garrott's Galley ...............4
Sports
67.8
Depths & Funerals
10
Crossword
13
Comics
13
Classifieds
13.14.15
Dear Abby
16
Peoples Bank Section
6 Pages

iCalloway County this morning and by fate AND SUDDENEY THERE IT WAS—The first snowfall of the seam)
morning the moist snowflakes had left ,white cap on many cars and o s. Very little accumulation was reported
on streets but as a pretautionar) measure, the Calloway County School S
m dismissed classes at mid-day so
that bcKey wuld run their routes with minimal ha/aid.

e •

Staff Photo N David thIll
*
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Thru Wed.
720,9:40 + 2:30 Sat Sun.

Even more incredible...
even more shocking than
"A Man Called Horse:'
RICHARD HARRIS

RETURN
THE
OF A MAN CALLED HORSE"

Welcome Wagon Newomers Club will meet at
':30 p. m. at First Christian
:hurch.

Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"
—daughty Nurses" X) 18 or over only
Thru Wed.
7:15,9:40 + 2:30 Sat Sun.1

returns to thrill you anew.
OLIVIA 111QH IMMO WHIIING

Bazaar by Creative Arts
philosophy
Second
Murray
Department,
3:30
colloquim will be held at
Club, will be at
Woman's
p. m. in Faculty Hall, MSU, Calloway County Public
sponsored by Department of Library from nine a. m. to five
Philosphy. Open to public at
no charge.

A KWIC PICINI

Thru Wed.
7:20,9:15 + 2:30 Sun.

,
A UNIVERSAI
If C4A1C3;OH•

Fri., Sat.,& Sunday
()pen: 6:45 -Start: 7:15
Bre/Wiser,Pass
was the end of the line

MARLON
BRAN'DO
JACK
NICHOLSON
-THE MISSOURI
...BREAKS-

=LES MONSON.
MSS"

DennisonHunt's

Hotly - Berry Bazaar;
sponsored by Presbyterian
Women's organization, will be
at First Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main, starting at 9:30
a. m.

Lions Club Radio Auction
will start at 6:30 p. M.' on
WNB

Where anything
can happen
and usually does'

•George
Carlin
'Richard
Prior

Saturday, November 13
Skeet Shoot, sponsored by
North PTC, will be at North
School from nine a. m. to dark.

Grove 126 WOW will meet at
Murray Woman's Club House
at six p. m.

PG

I

Shbpping for Senior Citizens
will be held. Call 753-9725 by
9:15 a. m. for morning
shopping and 11:30 a. m. for
afternoon shopping.

Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Chapter No, 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at 7:30 p. m. at the Masonic
Hall.

A love story that is always new

ROMEO
(JULIET

Exhibitions of weavings by
Marcia Samples, Fern Creek,
drawings and paintings by
David Ribar, Louisville, and
paintings by David R. Helton,
Nashville, Tenn., will be on
exhibit in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, MSU, through
November 2.

United
Independence
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. m.

tlem1.0 kilt!,

I

Friday, November 12
Household shower for
Charles and Mayme Lou
Thompson who lost their home
and contents by fire will be
Dexter
by
sponsored
Homemakers Club at the
Dexter Center at seven p.m.

Thursday,November 11
'Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Community Center at 9:30 a.
m., South Murray at County
Extension office at one p. m.,
Jane
with
Progressive
Willoughby at seven p. m.,and
Town and Counly with Hellon
Carlin at 7:30 p. m.

Special Events To Be Held By Murray Club
The Murray Woman's Club
will have a massive work day
to work on the care of the elub
house lawn in the spring with
at least five members from
each of the ten departments of
the club to be represented for
the work day.
This action was taken at the
meeting of the Executive
Boars1 of the club held Mow
day, November 1, at 11:30 a.
tn. at the club house with
Peggy Billington, president,
presiding. Doris Cella,
chairman of the Garden
Department, presented the
plan to the board, and each

WALKER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Walker of Mayfield Route Two
are the parents of a baby boy,
Justin Payton, born on
Saturday, October 23, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Walker of
Mayfield Route Four and Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Ray of
Mayfield. Maternal great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Ray and Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Hurt,all of Murray.

department will be responsible for getting their members for the work day to be
announced.
The club voted to continue
'its membership in the Friends
of the Library organization.
Dean Poston, chairman of the
finance committee, reported
that about $1,132 was raised
for the club in the picture
financial project.
Irma LaFollette, chairman
of the Advisory Board, said
the meals now at the club
house will be three dollars
each as of November 1.
The Theta Department
expressed its appreciation for
the members helping with the
Swine Flu vaccination clinic
conducted by the Calloway
County Health Department.
Over sixty members of the
club assisted the Health officials with the clinic during
the three day period with
Dortha Jones as coordinator
of the volunteers.
Announcement was made of
the Creative Arts Bazaar to be
held at the Calloway County
Public Library on November
13. The Delta Department will
sell tickets on a piece of
jewelry, made and donated by
Clara Eagle, with the drawing
to be on December 7. The Zeta
Department reported that 350

20% off

I

Clubs
Bags
Balls

20%

Off

REG. 14.99 to 21 .99

599

CHOICE!

3-PIECE
PANTSUITS

Winner of Las Vegas Trip
Mrs. Corson Lippold, Jefferson Town, Ky.

FALL DRESS SALE!

Off

SAVE 40% to 60% OFF
Included Jacket Dresses
and Long Dresses
1 1
REG. TO- 33.00

Shirts

to.
99to

599

S.

All Sizes, Colors

NATIONALLY FAMOUS MAKER

Your Choice

WINTER COATS

$ 50

SAVE $10.00 *120.00•EVEN $30.00
Hooded, Trimmed, Untrimmed
longs and Shorts. Many styles
to choose from. Reg. 49,99 to 69 99

3999

Just Arrived

Dennison Hunt
Super Special

$300

Wilson 4 2000

$299

Strung with cover reg. $60.00

Off with coupon

All Leather or Suede
Athietic Shoes

By Better Maker
REG.9.99 to 13.99

399 to 599
All New Fall

All Warmups by
White Stag. Court Casual, Winning Ways. Brava0o

Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
1203 Chestnut Si, Murray. Kr.

NYLON GOWN & SLEEP COATS

(Puma. Ireton), Nike, Adidas. Converse, Pro-(ed)

•-

•

Each

Fantastic Value!
Famous Name

Puma-Adidas

Tennis
Rocket

amApextimmilts.

•JACKETS•SWEATERS
•PANTS• SKIRTS• TOPS
• SHIRTS• BIG TOPS

50%OFF

Shorts & Shirts

L. D. Willis, Speaker
Cherokee, Alabama

COORDINATE
SPORTSWEAR

Fraternity
Sorority
Ball Jerseys

Rockets

November 12 - 14
7:30 p. m.

Very, Very Famous Name

Good through Nov. 24th

All Golf

Almo Church
of Christ

BEHRS HAS THE BEST SALES IN TOWN —
but you already know that!

November Clearance Sale

All Tennis

Gospel
Meeting

Central Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.

YOUR

All Tennis

Department Chorus, Treva
Mathis, director, and is open
to the general public. The
Delta Department twill be
hostess chairman, and the
Alpha and Theta Departments
will be in charge of
decorations.
Attending the meeting also
were Cecelia Brock, Bonnie
Jones, Dorothy McKenzie,
Virginia
Kline,
Helen
Stohecker, Winifred McGurk,
Robbie Harrison, Virginia
Jones, Lois Keller, Desiree
Hosick, Jo Burkeen, Rachel
Hendon,and Edith Garrison.

' Km•CoAmpbtliwa,i<4.4 HLkaA PcmhttPtava-Tcuilosivit6,
4.004.4j

Friday, November 12
Kentucky
Western
Psychological Association will
Rodeo will be at Livestock
meet in Room 208, Faculty and Exposition Center at 7:30
Hall, MSU, at 4:30 p.m. All p. m.
interested persons are invited.
TO PRESENT PROGRAM
The Wild Raspberry and
North Murray Homemakers
Jewelart personnel will
Club will meet with Mrs. Fred
present the program on
Gingles a i 1:30 p.m.
"Crafts and Christmas Ideas"
at the meeting of the Welcome
Rodeo will be held at West Wagon Newcomers Club to be
Kentucky Livestock and held tonight (Thursday?) at
Exposition Center, College 7:30 p. m. at the First
Farm Road,at 7:30p. rn.•
Christian Church.

Up to

Read-A-Thon kits for the
Mentally Retarded promotion
had been given out to children
in the city schools.
Betty Boston, conservation
chairman, gave tips on the use
and saving of energy, and
presented special booklets
prepared by the Tennessee
Valley Authority Power
Marketing Division.
Announcement was made of
the
general Christmas
program for the club to be
held on Sunday, December 5,
at three p. m. at the club
house. The program will be
presented by the Music

"Ererythin9 for that SPORT in your life"

753-8844 - His. 9:30-5:30, Mon -Sal.

sw•

HANDBAGS
A99
See them all
Reg to 12.99
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY KY OPEN NIGHTS TILL 9
*BEHR'S CHARGE .MASTER CHARGE *BANK AMERICARD .OPEN SUNDAY 1 to 6
.Pdtk Ca4tAp bindotnik
* fiLk14 -441,440110241a TLtfl4 VII&Rata* Ott44444/010 16j• Nie:41P
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FOR WICKER OR PLANTS
Come to

The Bamboo
Gardens

Your Individual
Horoscope

North PTC Has Weer

1914 Coehtetor Rood
Rost to Tockett T.V.
hos delivery to loosoitol mod Noon. bassos.

753-0317
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 12,1576
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

Just Arrived
Largest Selection
of

"Hummer Figurines
A Letter to Santa Claus
Big House Cleaning
• Mischief Maker
A Fair Measure
•.•,- Little Gabriel
..•.• Street Singer
and
Many More

Meditation

Layaway
Now
For
Christmas
a•

Also Books
and
Calendars

The Shoocase
Bank Amerocord

/ 2 / By Pass
Murray

Master Charge

Olympic Plaza

Sale!
Assorted Tops

No.

from Famous Makers
Originally sold for 9. to 16.

SALE PRICE
$388

•
S.

•

•

•

*lay Away Plan
*Bank Americard
•Master Charge

1

t.,time to Give..
Time to Share..
'Loving Gifts
from
'Vanity 'Fair

•-•••

'For the joys of
ristmas gifting
Plunge into a gelOW,
•..; .• .)h. with our Sheen
Gems gown (above, oi shimmeting Ravissont
nylon with onti-clin9 Antron Ill Available in condleg)ow midnight block, plum .
dandy, red bolloor rd ungle jade.
Sizes 32-40 at 13.00. E teht day's a
holiday with the Spork ler Wrap Robe below
In anti-cling Antror LU Glisondo nylon
It's on elegant loot ,th an eets_yrcore life
In caurelle_anci
•ose PSML at 23.00.

•

give the gift'
treasure for years
Re.,erie on elegon,urA,
•-• •
Pa,,,ssont nylon with on}, r
fabulous ion loop ht seatoom sizes 34
1. 20 00 0,th a delicious matching robe in seofoorn sizes 32 380' 25 00
set at right is()sheer delight The slip tap
,• •
nylon A vailoble in min,qht h1,1r1.

Big selection

Save 1/3
and
MORE!

•

4/24k

Just Reduced!

JUMP SUITS

-

YOU BORN TODAY are a
combination of ambition,
straightforward action, persistence in working toward
objectives and the talents
needed to succeed — in almost
any field of your choice. You are
inventive and have an investigative mind; would make a
brilliant scientist or detective.
You should enjoy artistic
pursuits, outdoor life, travel
and social events, where your
gregariousness and outgoing
personality would make you the
center of attraction. Whatever
you do, you do wholeheartedly
and intensely — which makes
you a valuable- ally or a
dangerous enemy. Birthdate of:
Princess Grace, Her Serene
Highness of Monaco (former
film star, Grace Kelly). .

4,4

F

ARIFS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 VA
You can advance through
association with those who
stimulate your thinking and
imagination — especially if
aims and interests are mutual.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Avoid a tendency toward
impulsiveness. In moments of
stress,slow down — rather than
take steps to a position from
which it may be hard to extricate yourself.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 114
*
Generous Mercury influences
now stimulate your ingenuity
and imagination. Use both well
and results will please. Reach
for the unusual; study new
trends.'
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Things_sbould be fairly stable
in both your business and
personal life now. Incentive and
anibttion, teamed up, should
help to bring ultimate objectives more clearly into focus.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Pleasing recognition for your
work on a recent project now
raises your self-esteem and
gives you a warm glow of
satisfaction.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riPt!..%
New and unusual ideas,
thoughtfully carried out, could
bring gains. A good period, too,
for making long-range plans.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to pct. 23)
Some advances indicated,
eagvecially .in the fields of art,
designing. New suggestions
may be made to you. Appriise
carefully, noting all factors.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) rke
)
r•
Tackle all situations without
taking a dim view of problem
areas. There are always
solutions — many! The eager,
watchful and hopeful eye sees
them more quickly.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Stress your innate prudence
and perceptiveness. Constructive interests favored.
Avoid doubts and fears. You
should have a bright and happy
day.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vfa
Certain changes are in order,
others are NOT. Don't go
"against the grain" needlessly
or penetrate too deeply into
• unknown seas before you have
the know-how and the facts.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Curb an impulse to undertake
.enterprises you would not ordinarily consider. Stellar influences now suggest that you
stick to routine, avoid chance-Biking of any sort.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Explore further means to
solve problems that came up in
the past, are still on the docket.
Fulfill a cherished wish by
werking for it. Don't just
daydream.

'
9iP •
Janet Smith, regional histon4n and Diane Sliger, state secretary, pictured right, attended the Regional and State MCA Officers meeting held at Bardstown. They are
from the Murray DEC.A Chapter Also attending from Murray were Bobbie Smith,
regional vice-president,,and Beerly McKinley, advisor. The new regional officers met
during the three days period to plan programs for the following year. This year theseven regions were divided into sesenteen regions. Regional competition is the format to state competition held in Louisville March 10-12.
•

The
North
Calloway November 13, at the school.
Elementary School Parent- Hours will be from
nine a. m.
Teacher Club met Thursday, to dark. Refreshments
will be
November 4, at seven p. in. at sold by the parents. A
drawing
the school.
will be held for a turkey with
This was the annual "Back tickets being sold prior to
the
To School" Night with the drawing.
parents visiting the rooms and
The December meeting will
talking with the teachers.
be a musical program to be
Sarah Alexander, president, presented by Grades
Six.
presided, and Billy Miller through Eight.
gave the devotion on -Mind
Mrs. Rita Price and Mrs.:
Pollution." Reports were Jackie Cassity's rooms
tied,
given by Betty Baker, for the room count. The
prize.
secretary, and Toni Jones, for selling the most
ham
treasurer.
tickets for the fan festival
The PTC voted to give one went to'Mrs. Dulcie Douglas'
hundred dollars to the Boy room, and second place
went
Scout program of the school. to the rooms of Mrs.
ha Brown
Members also voted to buy and Mrs. Ruth Potts.
two television sets for the
Refreshments were furschool, and also ball goals
nished by the fifth and sixth
$350 for the playground.
grades. Twenty new members
Announcement was made of-.. joined the PTC at t h
the Skeet Shoot on Saturday, 'Meeting.

•

18 00

A-GIFT
BUCKINGHAM
RAY

1

Dixieland Center

GRAHAM
JACKSON
Court Square

r friendliest

rist-mas store!

The Murray- Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperni,publisher

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS.Inc.

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

Kditorian and opinionated articles on this paw are presented be
tree' pia-pose of providing a forum for thy free ruhange of inffering
iipinions letters to the editor en response to editorials arid
vin,Lowiett artic les are encouraged
'Me editors ol this newspaper strangle behest that to land
opinionated Articles to on)) those which parrallel the editorial
of this newspaper would be elessters r i Le, reader.
, we urge readers WAD donut agree teeth are ettleereal eetend ler
Usenet
the- idea- presented be an individual writer in 1,011411W to respond
oith their feelings on the partwular issue being di, wised
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Consumer Comment

OPEN
FlHU 11

Garrotes Galley

Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & TImes
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a better Tci The Editor

CPAs SugOst Ways To
The First Family To Get
Gain From New Tax Law
Locked Up In The City Dump

In Remembrance Of The
Eleventh Hour Of The Eleventh Day
Of The Eleventh Month
By Henry McKenzie,member
American Legion Post No.73,
Murray,Kentucky
0 God our Father, before Whom
nations rise and fall, we confess that we
have strayed from Thy ways and
forgotten Thee in the councils of the
nations. Arouse .in our people a
willingness, as they sacrificed greatly
for war, so also, to dare bravely, think
wisely, decide resolutely and achieve
triumphantly the international good
will so needed in our world today.
0Thou eternal Source of peace,bless
our country, that it may ever be a
strong-hold of peace, and may it continue to be the advocate of peace in the

councils of nations. May our leaders
have the vision and courage to guide
our nation into that cooperation between the nations which alone-can make
war impossible.
May we realize that to avenge our
valiant dead, we should replace
madness with sanity,force with reason
and war with law. Help us to break
down all race prejudice and help Qs to
submit our ways to Thy will. Renew our
faith in Thy power to establish justice in
the place of injustice and good will in
the place of bitterness and fear.
Lead us out of the feelings of confusion that exist in our country today
and into the order and brotherhood of
Thy Kingdom. Amen.

Cash Discounts On
Credit Cards Noted
By Robed F.Stephens
Attorney General
d you like to save up to five per
cent o
purchase price of some item
cash instead of using
by simply
your credit car
Is bought with a
Each time an
t pays a
credit card, the mer
r. This
Percentage to the card
ys
percentage that the merchan
ranges up to six per cent of the
chase price of each item. Since October
of 1975, merchants have been allowed
by the Federal Fair Ei.edit Billing Act
to offer cash discounts to induce consumers to'pay by'cash,check or similar
means rather than use a credit card.
These discounts can be up to five per
cent of the price of any merchandise
bought.
To offer cash discounts a merchant
must follow three procedures. First,
notices informing consumers of the

Bible Thought
Thou art worthy,0 Lord. . . for
thou has created all things, and
for thy pleasure they are and were
created. Revelation 4:11.
Even as man ought to enjoy God

and His created world, so God
enjoys man and His creation.

cash discount must be posted at all
entrances and cash registers. Second,
the discounts must be available to all
prospective buyers - credit card/
holders and non-holders. Third, any
advertising which mentions an acceptance of bank credit cards must also
state that cash discounts are given. Any
restriction on the extent of cash
discounts must be disclosed.
Consumers should note that merhants' are not required to give these
ca discounts, If you are 41,3ln:ore that
•'t cards, ask, each time you
honors
shop, abou •ese discounts. Merchants
g these discounts
will consider
when consumers ák.about them,and
when buying decisions'arc based on
whether these discounts are en.
If you have a consumer com
write to Ole Attorney Genera
Division of Consumer Protection,
Frankfort, Ky., 40601. The office has
found that it can most effectively deal
with written complaints and encourages you to write when you have a
complaint. However, if you have an
emergency situation, call the Consumer Hotline. The number is 1-800-3722960.
OTHER PAPERS SAY
For our vacation this year, we're
sending our dog to camp and the
children to obedience school.-George
E. Bergman in The American Legion
Magazine.

Four Keys to A HeAthy Heart

The Kentucky Society of' Certified
Accountants has dipped into the
Public
By M.C.Garrott
and headed home only to find the office,
398
of federal tax revisions and
pages
Johnny McDougal, his wife and
which is an old mobile home,closed and
up with a number of suggestions
come
having
distinction
of
children have the
locked. A big metal bar was across the
for taking advantage of the revised law.
become the first family to be locked up
gate and locked in place. Mr. Grogan,
The CPAs, like other professional tax
in the city's dump.
his day up at 4 p.m., had locked up and
expect to spend hundreds
practitioners,
They didn't do anything to earn the
gone home, apparently thinking no one
of hours between now and January 1,
or
trophies
no
carries
honor, which
was still in the area.
the start of the next tax season,
+++
plaques. Nor, are they particularly
themselves with the
acquainting
proud of the achievement. It just
These wasn't any way the McDougals
Congress adopted, but
changes
myriad
happened to come their way.
could get -around the gate, even in
a preliminary examination
that
report
A couple of weeks ago,Johnny,who is
Johnny's 1952 Chevrolet. They were
of the bill points to actions taxpayers
director of student financial aid at
trapped in the dump. It was getting
either take now or delay until the
should
Murray State, was taking some richly , late, and the sun was going down
start of 1977.
time
he
,
when
vacation
deserved
shortly. The only phone around was
Actions to be taken now include:
realized he had accumulated a conlocked up in the office.
you have a vacation home that
-.If
siderable pile of trash to be thrown
"Ike had no choice but to walk out," you rent out part of the time limit your
away-clippings from the yard,shrubs
Johnny laughed, "and all together.
personal use of the house to two weeks
and trees as well as some other things
Charlotte and the kids weren't about to
or ten per cent of the days it will have
discard.
they wanted to
stay there while I went for help."
been rented for the year, whichever is
As customary, he planned to use his
A half-mile down the road they came 'greater. If you have already gone
to
trash
his
which
haul
in
'boat
fishing
to the home of Clyde and Lucille
beyond the limit for 1976, your
away. This time it was fully loaded and
Beaman,but,again,Lady Luck seemed
other than interest and
deductions,
packed tight by rain and time. "That
to have turned away her head. No one
to the amount of
limited
are
taxes,
boat is a real antique," he said with his
was home. As they turned to leave,
received.
income
rental
characteristic laugh."I don't know that
however, the Seamans drove in the
-If you and your spouse both work
I would get out on the water in it any
yard. They were just getting home from
full time but haven't been eligible for
more, but it makes piood,railer for
stripping.-tobacoo, and-soon.Charlotte-- the- child-care dedtiaion -biCa-u-Se the"
hauling trash."
and the little McDougals were
person who looks after your children is
+++
gratefully warming themselves at the. a relative,look again at your situation;
So, one afternoon while on vacation,
Beamans' stove while Johnny used the
the rules have been changed.Payments
he told his wife, Charlotte, that he
telephone.
to a relative now do qualify, if the
thought he would take advantage of the
+++
relative is not a dependent and the pay
the
and
to
dump
opportunity to pull it
Mr. Grogan, not yet home, could not
is subject to Social Security tax. (A
pitch- the trash. It was one of those
be reached, so Charlotte's nephew,
secondary advantage is that this can be
beautiful fall afternoons we have been
) a good way of qualifying an otherwise
Darren Miles, was summoned. Ht
having of late, although the wind was
.
came out and picked them up.
non-elibible-person for ultimate Social
sharp and the temperature had just
"As soon as I got home, I tried again
Security benefits.) The child-care
about given up trying to climb out of the
and reached Mr.Grogan," Johnny said.
credit can be taken-by persons in any
"He was very apologetic after I told
30P•
income bracket; it no longer is phased
Charlotte thought the idea was a good
him my problem and kept saying,'No!
out as income exceeds a set limit. The
one and went on to suggest that she and
No! Surely I-didn't do that!' He thought
changes are retroactive to last January
4,
Mark,
John
the children" Mitzi,9,and
I had bein long gone when helocked up.
1.
also go along. It looked like a beautiful
Soon afterwards, I picked him up and -If as a small businessman you have
countryside,
the
in
out
get
afternoon to
we went to the dump to get the car and- --been pressing to concentrate I;icome in
and the youngsters were thrilled at the
boat. We even had some good laughs
1976 to-avoid the higher corporate tax
idea.Soon,they were on thgir way.
about it on the way."
rate scheduled for next year, ease up.
+++
The 1976 rates and the surtax exempThat, according to Mr. Grogan, was
Arriving at the dump,or "landfill" at the _first time anything like that had
tion for small corporations will be good
they sophisticately call them these
through 1977.
happened.
ever
days,i'cout off 121 near Coldwater.,
-If you are hurrying to buy a car(or
"I'll bet it will be the lastlime aslong
gate
the
Johnny. noticed the sign at
Johnny
toe!"
'equipment) to be used in business
there,
out
is
other
he
as
warned that the place closed at 4 p.m. It laughed."I know one thing-I'm going
so as to get the purchase completed this
3:-15.p.m. when he drove in. year; before the Investment credit
early from now on!"
nty of time, he thought as he
reverts back to 7 per cent, relax. The 10
stopped for a minute to chat with
per cent credit will be ektended through
Newman Grogan, who rides herd on the
1960.
place
directed to a
place, and As.
-If you have been planning to forego
where he could throw his trash out.
'business conventions abroad next year
coat
heavy
a
in
"I was wrapped up
because of talk that attending would no
and gloves," Johnny said, '4thd really
Federal Level
bring deductions, you will be
longer
didn't pay any attention to tbk,time.
(D)
U.S. San Wetter "Dee"
able to revert to your previous practice.
Too, I was in there longer than Tin3327 Dirk sentmil4fitig
The deductions will 'be retained,
tended to be as it took me about an hour
Washington, 0. C. 20510
providing you attend no more than two
of
out
to get all the packed-down stuff
conventions 'a year, travel
foreign
U. 5.546. Wendell It Ford(D)
the boat. We also were over a little
tourist class, and deduct no more than
4121 Dirks.. loading
of
ridge and out of sight the office."
the per diem silloivance U. S. GoverWashiagtva, 0. C. 20510
Once finished, they piled in the car
nment employees receive when sent to •
U.S. tsp. Cavell Nelellerd, Jr. D)
the same areas.
423 Comm Neese Office Wiling
-If you have invested in tax shelter
Ilesbintsty, D.C.20S1S
ventures, or are in a bracket that exAll U S. Sanators and RepresntotivsS
you to a minumum tax, see your
poses
soling
by
telephone
may be reached by
financial counselor promptly; all sorts
202 224-3121 where a U S Coaltol
of important changes will affect you.
operator will connect you with the a
flcial of your choice
Actions that the CPAs advise putting
grams, spectator sports, are all
sabotagiegyoung hearts.
nffaintiljahuaryinchgle:._
State Level
-IfYtitk or your spouse is past 65 and
Stelt Sae. Rkkitr4 111•Notb•rger(0)
RECOVERY
Capital IleiSiing
Stet.
The unexpected blow- of a
humidor,, Ky. 40601,
heart attack is a fearful thing.
er
Will another come along? Will
lefts 7, Neyfistil, Ky. 42066
there be limitations on my life
now? My job? My hobbies,
State INt. Komoitt6 C. loon(D)
sports? My sex life?
The Murray ledger S Times is
State Capitol WU.,
Hundreds of thousands, perpublished every afternoon except Sun
fimairfert, Ky. 40601
haps millions, of men and womdays. Jyfy 4 Christmas Day. New Year s
Sr
en have returned to quite norDay ci-ricl Thanksgiving by Murray
S. 3rd St., Wormy, Ky. 42071
201
mal lives after a first heart
Newspapers Inc . 103 N 4th St. Murray
attack. More than 60 per cent of
Ky . 4207)
State Key. lioyd C. °spy ID)
people survive their initial atMeta Cepael Building
tack, and about 80 per cent reSecond Class Postage Paid at Murray
frimarfart, Ky. 40601
turn to normal jobs and normal
'Ky 4207)
.
sr
living, -usually with some
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
0. Bea $5, Wiewo Ky 42083
P.
changes in life habits. Some find
the new styles appealing, as in
losing weight or quitting smoking.
Let's Stay Well
Most doctors advise patients
to pay more aktention to risk fac-

How To leach
Your Elected Officials

Exercise to Help Your Heart
NINTH IN A SERIES

By Alton Blakeslee
and Jeremiah Stamler, M.D.
- One-of the most famous.American heart specialists. Dr. Paul
Dudley White, believed that
"hard work never hurt a healthy
heart," and that regular exercise was a heart tonic. Spry. active. wiry, Dr. White was a bicyclist and hiker, and lived to age
87.
Many heart specialists share
his view that exercise and
__fitness are beneficial for the
heart. The case is difficult to
prove since there are so many
variables in people's lives. But
certainly the joke. "The only exercisel get is being a pallbearer
for friends who exercise," is far
off the mark. The concept that
activity or exercise is a killer applies only in cases where the human heart already has been se
tors.
verly damaged, or when a
Recovery takes varying
person over-tries activity more
periods of time, and medical aid
strenuous than accustomed to. A
of various kinds, depending upon
pressure under control, and dia- individual circumstances.
very smAll percentage of fatal pressure.
active
as
out
started
fitness,
betes also. With physical
heart attacks otcur during phys- Humans
Doctors and patients should
ical activity. Halt occur during hunters and became farmers your heart rate is likely to_be- talk frankly with one another,
in
engaged
and then workers
.
come slower. You are likely to with patients expecting answers
sleep
The American Heart Associa- physical tasks. But for Amen- Sleep better. Exercise may slow to their concerns and wonder- at
tion, looking at the evidence, cans and some other peoples, down changes that occur with ings.
says "it is at least prudent to ex- mechanization. .automobiles. • aging -stiffness, arthritis, and Patients shouldn't keep docercise," and cites reasons to be- push-button devices and the like loss of muscle tone.
tors guessing about what may
lieve that the real value is from are seducing us away from imov- Becoming physically active really be_otttheir minds, such as
watch
We
legs.
or
arms
become
will
you
does
our
mean
not
ing
reexercises that are rhythmic,
return to work, what physical
petitive and involving motion, sports rather than- being active hungrier, therefore eat more, activity can be allowed, peculiar
penalty
a
.
paying
people
and.gaen weight. Many
-.particularly of the legs. So- participants.
symptoms they may feel. One
called isometric exercises and therefrom of flabbiness and poor 11-nd they te'nd to eat less (ince large question is, when can sexthey become physically fit ual relations be safely resumed'
weight lifting do not do this,physical shape.
though they can develop particu-- Exscise can help you spend again.
It is rare, incidentally, for men.
calorl6s. that are so easy to take Once a heart attack has oc- to die &swim sexual activity. Exlar muscles.
British studies show men en• aboard: One minute of brisk curred, most heart specialists ercise cal? help condition men
gaging frequently in vigorous ac-c walking withdraws five to six advise carefully regulated and and women physically to resume
tivity had a lower incidence of. calories out of your calorie individually "prescribed" exer- customary sexual activity. Sex is
coronary heart disease than men bank," and exercise can be cises or activities, if the -heart's by no means ruled out after a
who did not. By vigorous is,quite helpful 'in controlling over- health permits, in hopes of pre- heart attack.
venting another attack. The em- Surgery sometimes offers a
meant swimming, keep-fit exer- weight. '
eises, jogging, running, brisk Regular eriercise, ▪ many spe- phasis is put upon long-term im- passport hark to normal living
your
give
provement of fitness through for people with severe angina
. walking, cycling, tennis, climb- cialists think, helps
ing many stairs, and really heart and arteries better ability regular and frequent exercise. despite medical treatment
heavy work in garden iarprithe to survive if a coronary artery We should also look to our And the human heart is prett::
The vigorous exercke Aiould becomes blocked. You will have children,' many of whom are sturdy, after all. One office is
be engaged .in at least -three develoPed extra or collateral. growing up withoUt encourage- frequently called the toughest
times a week, not just sporadi- blood vessels nourishing the ment to exercise and keep Job in the world --that of the
cally. and certainly not all of a heart muscle. apd perhaps be bodies fit.
presidency of the -United States
sudden for someone who has less subject to formation of The parent who is a quick and TwO'men, Presidents Dwight Eibeen sedenjary,for many years. blood clots within coronary willing chauffeur, the school bus senhower and Lyndon Johnson.
Ferrying students on short rides, performed it well after-haying
or who has high risk factors such arteries
education pro- suffered heart attacks
as'smoking and elevated blood Exercise may help keep blood lack of physical.
.

_
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10 Years Ago
The Sigma Depa• rtment of the
Murray Woman's Club through the
generosity and support of Murray and
Calloway County has paid off a note for
$7,000 for its kindergartenyoom at the
Robertson School. The money was
borrowed by the department in 1964.
Deaths reported include Mrs.'Euna
Rogers,age 72.
Murray State ROTC Units aided in
the local observance of Veterans Day
with a parade in the downtown area.
New officers of the Murray WOW
Camp 592 are Harold Douglas, Earl
Tucker, Allen Rose, Harold Hurt, T. C.
Collie, W. Cothran, Walton Stallions,
Wendell Lovett; L C. Hendon, Aubrey
Willoughby,and Lester Nanny.
Mips Genevieve Humphreys andWilliam Clayton Adams, Jr., were
married.October 28 at the First Baptist
Church.

20 Years Ago
Michael Corne, age 25, student at
Murray State College from Hopkinsville, was killed in an automobile
accident on the curve just south of the
95 Drive InTheatre last night.
Ann Falwell, senior at Murray
Training School, has been named
winner of the Murray Junior Chamber
of Commerce Voice of Democracy
contest. She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.John R.Falwell.
Second U. David L. Pinson has been
assigned to the 2nd Regiment of the
United States Army Infantry Training
Center at Fort Dix,N.J.
David J. Gowans of music faculty of
Murray State College will present a
bassoon recital on November 13 at
Murray State. He will be accompanied
by Russell Terhune,pianist.
Shirley Geurin of Murray is a student
-itetowniXillege.
at Geo
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Sauna Bathing Is Stressful Activity
By F.J.L Stanngame, M.D.
Opinions differ among
authorities as to the health
benefits of sauna baths.
The Committee on Exercise
and Physical Fitness of the

generally considered to contribute to a feeling of physical
and.psychological
While sauna baths cannot be
regarded as an American fad,
they have gradually grown in
popularity. They are used by
some professional- football
teams, by so-called health clubs.
--,—and in a few homes.
Sauna baths are taken naked
fora brief time(usually not more
than 15 minutes) in a specially
designed room or 'cabinet in
which the temperature may
range from 150 degrees F. to 175
degrees F. They should be
regarded as a stressful activity.
Here are a few precautions in
tiller use:
— Have a medical examination before starting to take such

American Medical Association
takes this position:"Sauna baths
make no special contribution to
physical fitness and present a
possible hazard due to burns."
In Scandanavian countries,
sauna baths are traditional and
popular, particularly in Finland.
In that country, men and women
often bathe ffigether. The temperature is kept high, and the
humidity is frequently boosted
by dashing water on heated
stones. Sauna bathing may be
suddenly followed by plunges in
,
icy water or mote,.
According to a .quote in Today's Health.formerly published
by the American Medical Association, Kaare Rodahl, M.D.. of
Norway, feels "Although it may
be difficult to demonstrate any ,
objective beneficial effect on
health and physical performance capacity, the sauna is

bathers.
Avoid burns from metal obiects. Fixtures should be of wood.
Place a towel between skin and
the stool. Do not wear jewelry
during a sauna.bath
— Don't go to a sauna on a full

stomach or when drinking
alcohoV.
- Take a brief rest after a
sauna bath until temperature
and pulse come down toward
normal.
Sauna bathing should be pleasant and not used to test your
tolerance of punishment. Don't
expect such bathing to cure diseases and solve all of your prqplems.
Q Mr. A.A. wrues that his
sister had a blue baby whase

baths.
,congenital heart trouble was
- Older people and others corrected by stirgery. He is wonwith known heart or circulatory- dering whether his sister may
problems should'be particularly have additional blue babies with
later pregnancies.
careful.
A:Blue babies result from a
- Attendants should be
available' to watch out, for development error in the heart.
•

so that some of the "blue venous
blood mixes with the red arterial •
blood. Such defects are not hereditary in the sense that they,
are passed along from one
generation to themext by abnor•
mal genes. The chances of your '
"sister having another blue baby
are rare and no greater than any
woman's.
ce Mrs. CF. declares that she
is fed up about reading
repeatedly of the need for sexual

activity as an essential pail ot a
healthy life. She inquires if a person cannot be normal. happy
and healthy without sex.
A. You are .accurate in your
observation that sex and its
val
!pentiahty have hien
overworked in the pressaiovels

movies and TV. and even in
education. Many people of both
Sexes live long. useful. happy and
vigorous lives without any sexual activity. Often their sexual
drives are sublimated in dedication to their work-or pruftsiions.
(*Ts, ism Orman hum lt\elderent. tn
SI

nil !qrs.:

.4"
614:
4
.

J you have plans for selling a home that,
has appreciated in value over the
years, without reinvesting, wait. The
portion of your sales price free of
capital gain tax will rise next year from
$20,000 to $35,000.
-If you are about to move for
business reasons, you may want to wait
if you can. The limit on certain
deductible moving expenses - for
househunting, selling and temporary
living - now is $2,500 and next year it
will be $3,000. Also, the minumum
required distance will change from 50
miles to 35.
As a result of the tax revisions the
Kentucky Society of CPAs and the
American Institute of CPAs are gearing
up for greatly expanded enrollments in
the Continuing Professional Education
tax courses they conduct for their
members.

•-••
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Eleven Scotia Victims Were Ready To Return To The Surface
BILL HENDRICK
Associated Press Writer
OVEN FORK, Ky. AP —
Eleven men who died in a
Scotia Coal Co. mine last
spring apparently were ready
to return to the surface when
the fatal explosion occurred,
according to a federal mining
engineer.
Ray Ross, a federal Mining
Enforcement and Safety
Administration engineer, said
Wednesday rescue teams
have sighted the bodies of
eight of the victims in the

mine and that one was found
in a locomotive, used to carry
men to and from the pits.
Another body was found
near the locomotive, Ross
said, indicating the men —
eight Scotia employes and
three federal inspectors —
apparently had completed
heir work in the mine.
The bodies of the 11 have
been entombed since last
March 11, two days after an
explosion in the same "twosoutheast" section killed 15
men.

The 11 victims of the second
blast were part of a 13-man
team that went into the shaft
to make repairs so that a
federal team of investigators
could enter later to probe the
cause of the initial explosion.
After the second blast, the
mine was sealed, theq,
reopened in mid July, when
the operation to recover the 11
bodies began. Officials told
families of the victims this
week the remains would be
brought out of the mine next
week and that they should go

ahead and make preliminary
funeral plans.
"They had gathered at the
area for the purpose of coming
to the outside when the blast
occurred," Ross said. "The
rescue team, they did not want
to look closely, they wanted to
get out of there. They were in
there just a very tew -minutes,
just long enough to take a look
at the battery locomotives."
The rescue team members
examined two locomotives in
the area to make sure they are
incapable of emitting sparks

when the bodies are brought
-.Qui next week, Rosssaid.
Ne area in which the bodies
will be sealed off
are
oxygen pumped in so that
.
it %ill be safe for morticians,
rescue team members and the
lecher County coroner . to
enter next week to bring • out.
he bodies.
Tho atmosphere where the
bodies are located contains 48
Per cent methane gas, which
it40 rich to explode, according to Kentucky Mining
Commissioner H. N. Kirk-

Again it's Thanksgiving time of year and the
people at Murray Appliance are saying thank
you by having a great reduction sale and by
A WHOLE NEW CONCEPT
IN MICROWAVE COOKING!

No payment due until

pa trick.
Both explosions were
caused by methane gas, and a
batten on a loenmolive in an
area near the fatal -twosoutheast"
section
is
generally believed to have
-LAKE DATA
. Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 354.5,

SO

0.2.

Below.4ani 302.5, up 2.5.
doto
rk.117 ite, 7 a.m. 354.5,
Below dam 30871;I:kivn 0.2.
Sunset 4:51. Sunrise 6

emitted sparks that triggered determine that all 11 were
killed instantly."
both explosions.
That locomotive, however,
is farther down the mine shaft
Fast Rim Service
and will be sealed off from the
At
Big Discount
section where the bodies are
Full
located before the remains of
the victims are examined,
Roll
lciwAs
then brought to the surface.
Ross said the recovery could
Fresh Color
occur as early as the middle of
Film
next week.
Artcraft Studies
Although the rescue team
bypassed the bodies quickly
11115. 1/16.
7$3.0e3S
without examining them, Ross
fret Parking At Illeer Dew
said, they were able to

2.49
994

asking you to have Thanksgiving Dinner on us.
For every major appliance and T. V. deal
Murray Appliance is going to 'giv' you free a
Thanksgiving turkey.
Big Freezer in 17.6cu.ft.
February 10, 1977
No-Frost Refrigerator.

ut s IN-LINE BLACK MATRIX
PICTURE TUBE SYSTEM.
One Touch Color* tuning Custom —
'P cture Control Modular Chassis
H.gn-impact plastic cabinet with
s mulated betelnut grain finish

No Guesswork
No Overcooking
No Potwatching

17 C

42995

Until recently, microwave cooking was
done by time alone. Then, GE introduced the Automatic Chef Temperature
Sensor, which automatically cooks accurately by temperature. For many foods,
just insert the probe and set the temperature. When the food reaches the
proper serving temperature, the oven
automatically shuts off and signals the
food is ready. Also features three power
levels for cooking flexibility, big 1.3 Cu.
ft. size and digital timer.

FAMILY-SIZE WASHER
with Permanent Press
Cycle
MODEL WWA 5500P
• GE Filter-Flo ^ Wash System
• Four Wash Cycles—Normal
Permanent Press with cold
water cooldown. Activated Soak
Delicate
• Three Wash/Rinse
Temperature Combinations
• Three Water Levels

AUTOMATIC DRYER—
Permanent Press Cycle,
3 Temperatures
MODEL D-DE 5300P

CU FT NO-FROST REFFIIGFRATnR FRF F 7F R

• 4.65 Cu ft freezer

•3 ilteljustateet sheklves

•'Two Ice n Easy trays

• Rolls out on wheels.

• Power saver switch can help
reduce cost of operation

• Only 30Y wide 66" high
MODEL TEif reV

• See-Ihru crispers
•Autornatic Icernal.er
available at eatra coat

. Permanent Press Cycle
. Three Temperature Selections -Normal. Delicate, No-Heat Fluff
• Manual, Selection of Drying Time
_
up to 130 Minutes
• Separate Start Button
• Porcelain-Enamel Clothes Drum

•••

%V 1111113431.P
Cabinet const,ar.en ot na,depood ant Os
bowl and
,
ed
pra,
b."
flulated
s
,
sonulatect wood acrents

JBS03 with Easy Clean Oven
Giant size oven for large roasts, big turkeys...
efficient design makes everything easy to reach.
easy to remove and easy to keep sparkling
clean
• Infinite heat surface unit controls • Tiit-lock
Calrode units and removable reflector drip pans
and trim rings for easy cleaning's Removable
oven door • One piece upswept cooktop • Recessed cooktop with no-drip edge • Large Storage drawer with clean sweep design • Porcelain enamel broiler pan with chrome-plated
rack • Dual voltage rating.

Fully Equipped Service

Department

Appliance believe that
We at Murray
our sales
SERVICE is an intregral part of
program.

I.

a

of GE parts at all times
*We stock a complete line
trained by General Electric
•eill servicemen factory
problems important.
•We consider all your service

a
a
1

I.

1

4

• Convertible—use as a • Beautiful wood cutting
board top
portable now . . . as a
.
built-in later
• Tuff Tub* intenor
• Power-Scrub* cycle fo • Soft food disposer
your pots and pans
• Rinse aid dispenser
• Sound insulated
• -Push to Start- control
knob

The set that takes the guesswork out of adiusting yotir color
deseloped circuitr senses a special SIR signal
picture'
now being transmitted with many programs . decodes this
intemit%
and tmes if to adrtrit the rree•ver'.
lignal
• and tint according to those color standards established
the VIR reference signal being transmitted Ihe result .
"Broadcast Controlled" color,. and it's all done automat ic
"stop in and find out the extent to which the VIR siynal is
asailahle in our area
1-his CiL 25- (diagonal) color c on‘iite fbatuves a ne w
1 she
modular 101tri solid state chassis the In -1 or
`ssstem. pioneered hs Ifieneral I lectric Jb,1
Picture I uhe
Authentic filth American Lal-nricir. feat
casters and a "1111-Out" control bin
It's "Broadcast Controlled" Color' It's here'.

Only 64995

-
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PORTS
Open Date Much Needed
Rest For Murray State
quarter on drives of 46, 15, and and Al Martin with 5. Ramsey
By JOE TOM ERWIN
Murray State's Racers will 62 yards. Reserve running also had an interception, a
have a badly needed rest this back Don Porte] replaced fumble recovery, and a sack
weekend after its 23-13 victory Franklin after he was hurt and of the Austin Peay quarover Austin Peay last rushed for 49 yards and 1 terback.
Saturday.
Wes Furgerson, who has set
touchdown in 19 carries. He
The open date couldn't come had a 47-yard touchdown run a Murray record and is
at a better time for the called back because of a nearing the OVC record for
Racers, who have been badly penalty.
the most punts in a season,
battered in their last three
punted 8 times for an average
games. Two key players, Thomas, who made a diving 41.6. He has 81 punts for the
defensive tackle Bruce Martin catch of Dickens' touchdown year. The old Murray record
and running back Tony throw, also caught three other was 67 and the OVC _record is
'Franklin, were injured in the passes and had 58 yards on his 81. Furgerson has averaged
'Austin Peay game and will receptions. Kicker Hank 40.8 yards a punt.
miss the game with Western LaGorce got his ninth field
Western defeated Middle
. Kentucky, Nov. 20. Martin, goal of the season, a 29- Tennessee last week and is 4-3who has been outstanding in yarder, and hit of two of three 1 overall and 3-3-1 in the OVC
recent games and who was extra point attempts..He's the going into a game with Akron
defensive player of the week leading Racer scorer with 33 Saturday. The MurrayWestern game will be in
_in the Ohio Valley conference points.
Roy — SteWart
two weeks ago,injured a knee. - The Ricer defense held' Murray's
Franklin, a freshman and the Austin Peay to only 87 yards Stadium at 1:30 p. m.
leading Murray rusher, broke rushing and continued its alert
play which has led to
an arm.
Pitcher Of Year
But the other Racer injured, Murray's recovery of 24
including
all-conference fumbles in the last 4 games.
KANSAS CITY ( AP) —
back
-defensive
Eddie 'The Racers recovered 5 in Mark Linen, 23, one of the
McFarland, should be healed .each the Austin Peay,Eastern American League's top
and ready for Western. Kentucky, and East Ten- relievers, has been selected as
.McFarland has missed the nessee games and nine in the the Kansas City Royals'
Middle Tennessee game. They "4pitcher-of-the-year.
last two Murray games.
Murray had its best of- have a conference-record, 37
The selection was anfensive performance of the recoveries for the season. nounced Wednesday by the
year in beating Austin Peay. They have also intercepted 19 Kansas City chapter of the
The Racers had 248 yards total passes. Defensive back Bruce Baseball Writers Association
offense, 110 passing and 138 Walker and linebacker Bobby of America. He is the first
rushing. Quarterback Mike Craig were the defensive stars relief pitcher accettled the
Dickens, getting good support at Austin Peay. Walker in- honor. from the Murray offensive tercepted a pass, recovered a
Littell had a team-high 60
-line, had a superb game. He fumble, caused a fumble, appearances, with all except
had
six
Pass,
and
deflected
a
completed 9 of 18 passes, one
one in a relief role. His 2.06
of which was a 9-yarder to tackles. Craig had eight earned run average was the
,David Thomas for the third tackles and caused a fumble. best among league hurlers
Racer touchdown. He also Other leading tacklers were with at least 75 innings of
-rushed for 58 yards in 13 Chuck Marquess with 6 and
work.
assists; Sam Franklin with 5
.carries.
fL. The Racers scored 20 of and 2,'Kevin Whitfield with 5
TENNIS
:their points in the second and 1, and Darrell Ramsey
HONG KONG — Unseeded
Americans Hank Pfister and
Mike Machette upset fourthDixieland Center
seeded Corrado Barazzutti of
Chestnut Street
Italy and Brian Fairlie of New
3-5-10 Speed & Moto-Cross Bikes
Zealand, respectively, in the
Kmvpiirt• um ethos
third round of the $75,000 Hong
Aceesseries
Kong International Classic.
STOCKHOLM .— Setondseeded Bjorn Borg of Sweden
struggled to a three-set victory over countryman Jan
Norback 6-2, 2,6, 6-3 in the
second round of the $150,000
Stockholm Open.

Walt Garrison, Other Cowboys
In Town For Collegiate Rodeo
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
grew up with dreams oil:civic a
cowboy ."
• —Waylon Jennings

wild-cow milking contest for
the college fraternities.
Saturday's action tyill also
begin at 7:30 p.m. and will be a
continuation of Friday's
events.
On Sunday, the final round
of action will start at 2 p.m.
and should conclude around 5
p.m.
Individual winners in the
events will be determined
Sunday but it will be sometime
next week before it is known
what team won the rodeo,
simply because of the complicated scoring system.
The goal of the rodeo team
at Murray State is simple: to
try and send as many people
as possible to the national
championships next spring in
Bosnian, Montana.

What kid in the world never
grew up with dreams of being
a cowboy? Some of us who are
"old" kids still might admit
we'd like to be a cowboy.
There's something about
that rough and rugged life
style of a cowboy. Perhaps it's
the independence they seem to
have; the freedom from a
crazy world around them.
Everyone can't be cowboys
so for the many people who
can't, the cowboys will be
coming to us. This weekend at
the MSU Exposition Center, a
three-day rodeo will be held
and will feature some of the .For winning an event in
top professional cowboys-and---Regional competition, a rider
some of the top college rodeo will receive $500for his school.
learns in the nation.
The money comes from the
On hand to promote the Copenhagen-Skoal Division of
event is Walt Garrison, for- the
American Tobacco
mer star running back of none Company.
other than the Cowboys,
In all, the American
Dallas that is.
Tobacco Company has made
Action will begin in the _ 4100,000
-available
-in
rodeo at 7130 p.m. Friday with scholarships to the National
the following events to be Intercollege
Rodeo
held: bareback bronc riding,' Association.
-calf-roping, barrel racing,
All Caldwell, former star
saddle-bronc riding, team- defensive player with Murray
roping, steer wrestling, goat- State, is one of the promoters
tying, bull-riding and break- of the MSU rodeo team.
away roping.
Caldwell, known in his
Among the teams on hand football playing days as the
are UTM, Murray, Missouri- -Paris Flash," said a team
Rolla, Southwest Missouri, could possibly win up to $7,000
Arkansas State at Beebe, if they went all the way to the
Arkansas
State-Jonesboro, national finals.
Mississippi State, Louisiana
With the use of the new
Tech, Southeast Louisiana, exposition center, Murray's
Auburn and Arkansas Tech.
rodeo team has the finest
There will also be a special facility in- the Ozark Region

there are 10 Regions in
collegiate rodeo).
The main problem is finding
practice stock, however;
ranchers sometimes leave
their stock with the rodeo
team members for the winter
and the team members care
for the stock and thus are able
to use them for practice.
Murray is the first school

Recall Player
DENVER (AP) — The
Cleveland Barons of the
National Hockey League have
recalled defenseman Glenn
Patrick from their Salt Lake
City farm club.
Patrick bolsters the Barons'
defense, depleted by injuries
to Jim Neilson and Bjorn
Johansson.
Patrick, 26, is the son of
Lynn Patrick, senior vice
president of the NHL's St.
Louis Blues. The younger
Patrick had seven assists and
44 minutes in penalties in 13
games at Salt Lake City this
year.

On Block Again
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Center Dave Robisch of the
Indiana Pacers of the National
Basketball Association is
well-traveled mah, having
played with five teams in the
now-defunct American
Basketball Association.
"Robo is glad to finally have
a
secure
home
in
Indianapolis," the current
Pacers information book says.
On Wednesday, the Pacers
said Robisch didn't go on the
current road trip and they
were trying to trade him.

west of New York City that
has college rodeo.
"Believe it or not, there are
a lot of cowboys in New York
City. And if we can get some of
that scholarship money, then
we will be able to offer rodeo
scholarships in the future,"
Caldwell said.
Already, the MSU rodeo
team is regarded as one of the
best in the Ozark Region,
which is the only collegiate
rodeo Region east of the
Mississippi,
"I really feel rodeo people
are athletes," said Garrison.
"There's no reason they
shouldn't have scholarships. It
really helps the tobacco
company's image to give the
scholarships too so it's doing
both groups good."
Garrison said he expects
within the next four or five
years, the amount for
scholarships will be increased
to a quarter of a million
dollars.
"If snuff keeps on selling
like it is, the future for the
rodeo scholarships looks
bright. Since there are no
longer cigarette- ads on
television and because of the
cancer scare connected with

See Our Supplies

Free

Little Red House ofSraft
1306 Hazel Hwy (Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

0.1
YOUR KEY TO VALUE

2fa"

Your FRED'S manager has put together some
more super values for you, your family, and
your home. Come In and take eldvantage of
these specials for 3 BIG DAYS.
-14ev,14thr4-24k and 13th -Thurs.,frt., and Sat.

Gillette
RIGHT GUARD

Men's and Boys'

Stick Deodorant

590
REG. 75C

• 2.5 oz. limit 2

`

Ladies Acetate
PANTIES

3forl"
REG. 50C
• Assorted Colors

TENNIS
SHOES
188
0
I
o
REG. 2.50

WHITE
ONLY!
• Assorted Sizes

0

0
0

ELECTRIC BLANKETS
Full One Year Warranty

S,re 442/44/5115

• Sizes 5. 6. and 7

Girls'
SLACK SETS

'1

37

753-0832

-••

13"

"•111TIITNIVE,

• Automatic Single
Control

REG. 10.00

Full Size

Cotton. Solid
It Trim
• c:^Jri Sleeves
es 7 IQ 14
•
• P

Asserted Colors
• Completely
Wuhable
Choi T ftle
*Wt.".

MIRROR TILE

34
4
\\4
44
4
'

REG. 4.00
• Plain

810 Sycamore

Craft Needle with
any purchase while
they lost

We have your school colors in basketball
and footballpillows

OMNI

Men's Sport
SHIRTS

REG. 5.00
• Gold View
• Smoke Design

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main Phone 753-0489

for ;our Craft Projects

IMF

• Long Sleeves. Perm Press
• Solids and Fancies
• Assorted Sizes

Jim Fain Motors

- Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business

PECIALS
REG. 4.49

0
'77Dodge ChargeL Dodge

1 -Stop
Service
For Your

MANAGER'S

Spoke IL Pedal

If your pulse quickens after dark. Charger is your car. Charger has a •
look that was shaped-for the night. An excitement to match your mood
when you've left. the -day behind.
Close yourself in Charger, and the dark lights up. You're hugged by
high-back bucket seats. Before you, an array of controls for night
cruising. A standard 318 V8 links to the TorqueFlite automatic transmissicrn to let you glide around all those everyday cars.
When the sun goes down and the lights come up. move into Charger
time. Some of us were born for the night. Now we have a car that
belongs to us... Charger. Get one at your Dodge Dealer's.

smoking, a lot of people are
now going to smokeless
tobacco," Garrison said.
Garrison has been involved
in rodeo for most of his life and
even when he was playing
with Dallas, he would participate in as many as 30
rodeos during the off-season.
Garrison, along
with
professional cowboy Rusty
Davis, will be on hand for the
entire three-day event which
is expected to draw capacity
crowds all weekend.

We reserve the right to limit quantities.

516 W. Main

8:30-6 Mon.-Sat.-8:30-8 Friday
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Taste

a--

Science

1 0 Succeeds.
Enriched Flavor;fakthrough brirgs
unprecedented taste tolow tar smoking
Brcracking" cigarette smoke down into
separate ingredients, researchers at Philip
Morris discovered very special
"key" flavor units that deliver
taste way out of proportion
to tar.
The discovery is called
'Enriched Flavor:
The cigarette packed with
'Enriched Flavor tobacco is
MERIT At 9 mg., one of the
lowest tar* levels in smoking
today.
Yet, MERIT actually packs
the taste of cigarettes having
more tar.

Up to 60%-inore-tar.
If you smoke, you'll be interested.
- TestsVerify Taste
tar MERIT was tastetested against current lea
low tar cigarettes ranging from
11 mg. to 15 mg. tar. •
Thousands of smokers were
tested. The majority reportod
that even if the cigarette tested
had up to 60% more_tar than
MERIT, MERIT delivered as
much—or more—taste.
You've been smoking"low tar,
good taste claims long enough.
Now semoke the cigarette.

© Philip ltiorris Inc. 1976
-.

9 mg".'tar:' 0.7 mg. nicotine av'. per cigarette by FTC Method

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

•

MERITand MERIT• ME•NTHOL.
•t

a

P
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Calloway High Honor Roll Released
Brinkley, Luana Colson, Betsy David Cohoon, Cindy Duncan,
Easley, Tammy Feltner, Mary Denny, Keith Crick,
Geneva Garland, Susie Imes, Paula Cavitt, Carol Cooper,
and Gail Tucker.
Charlotte Coursey, David
Making all A's and B's — Coleman, La Don Dowdy,
Tim Alton, Teresa Bibb, Ricky Cunningham, Steve
JoAnn Allbritten, Tammie Enoch, Ricky Garland, Bauz
Calhoun, Janna Cooper, Guthrie, Jimmy Hale, Eric
Lenna Duke, Lisa Cleaver, Kelleher, Shayne Lassiter,
Shelia Darnell, Kathi Duncan, Terry Lassiter, Karol Kemp,
Karen Edwards, Kristie Sandy Hutson, Tammy Locke,
Eldridge, Tena Eldridge, Lisa Hoke, Gail Jewell, Jana
Frazier, Beverly Hopkins, Teresa McKinney,
Nada
Hart, Brenda Miller, Ken Morris,
Garland, Everett
Denise Howard, Laura Ellen Mahan, Renee Overby,
McDougal, Lisa
Jarrett, Kim Kemp, Paulette Renee
Hooks, Mitzi Redick, Keith Mathis, Debbie Miller, Ginger
Starks, Kenneth Paschall, Mitchell, Nancy Murdock,
Patricia Paschall, Lorraine Rose Ross, Tammie Jo
Steen, Craig Redden, Trina Rudolph, Janet Rowland,
Swift, Alesa Walker, Bobby Pam Sills, Craig Rogers,
Story ( Special Ed), Becky Patty Robinson, Mike RanWalls, and Kim Perkins dolph, Debra Smith, Kim
Outland.
Starks, Teresa Steen, Mike
Sophomores —
Thomas, Debbie Thomasson,
Making all a's.— Marion J. Janee Thorn, Billy Vincent,
Adams, Tommy Boggess, Donna Walker,Carol Watkins,
Williams, Julie
Johnna Brandon, Mickey Chuck
Overby, Jackie Parker,Shelia Williams, Russ Wilson, Teresa
McKenzie, Shawn Simmons, Wilson, Mark Winchester,
Winchester, and
Terry Paschall, Dawn Sledd, Mimi
Conda Stubblefield, and Terry Stephanie Wyatt.
Freshman —
Tucker.
Making all A's — Lisa
Making all A's and B's —
Sharon Adams, Daron Ahart, Bazzell, Meleah Paschall,
Connie Baker, Scott Barrow, Denise Rutherford, Glenda
Kathy Black, Patty Bynum, Turner,and Mary Wagoner.

The honor roll for the first
nine weeks of school at
Calloway County High School
has been released by the
principal, Ronald McAlister,
as follows:
Seniors —
Making all A's — Margaret
N1cCallee,,-Linda jvIcCuiston,
Patricia Melvin, Teri Morris,
Gail Smotherman, Renee
Tobey, Cindy Williams, and
Marilyn McKenzie.
Making all A's and B's —
Adams, Kevin
Rhonda
Barrett, Regina Bean-, Cresti
Bucy, Teresa Bynum, Glenda
Eaker, Ricky Connor, Larry
Frankhouser, Jill Falwell,
Bobby Fike, Christi Hall,
Sherry Bolt, Regina Hopkins
Jackson, Kevin Lovett, Sonia
Hendon, Dana Miller, Linda
Miller, Penny Moody, Tammy
Outland, Tammy Overby,
l.aDonne Roberts, Melissa
SChroader Rowland, Donna
Smith, Kenneth Roach,
Pamela J. Todd, Dwight
Watson, Sherri Thomas,
Vanessa Stone, Richela
Towery, Renee Thompson,
Teresa
Bowen,
Kevin
Paschall, Ronny Stubblefield,
Shea Sykes, and Susie Adams.
Juniors —
Making All A's — John

Wayne and Cathy Perrin
announce their •

st the

Miss McCaster, 46, was
fatally shot in the head
Wednesday in her classroom
at Burt Elementary School on
Detroit's northwest side.
We were screaming, and
we all ran out of the room,"
I.aura told police. "He shot
BOWLING GREEN, IT— her three or four times from
this far away," she said, in( AP) — The 26-story Pearce
Ford tower on the Western dicating 'a distance of about
Kentucky University campus five feet.
Hours later, police arrested
was evacuted Tuesday
because of a trash chute fire.
Miss McCaster's estranged
Firemen said the sprinkler . husband, Al J. Lewis, 46, on
system in the chute failed to, open charges.
Most classes were canceled
activate and if the amount of
trash had been larger, the fire for the rest of the day at the
could have climbed to the top Ahool, where Miss McCaster
floor.
had transfered only three
—weeks—ago -because, priliro
Tlie tiermi-tor
houses about 809 male said, she was afraid of Lewis.
students, was evacuated.
Her sobbing pupils fled the
scene and clustered in a firstfloor classroom. Their parents
waited anxiously in the
11-07-76
ADULTS 132
NURSERY 2

Christian Book Center
808 Chestnut, Murray
Northskle Shopping Center

Fixtures

20% to 50%

Off
Books
Bibles
On Your favorite Christmas Gift Items
Records
All Stock and Fixtures Must Go!
Topes
Bible Commentaries
Dictionaries and Reference Books
Sheet Music
EVERYTHING MUST GO
Music Books
HURRY WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
Christmas Cards
Church Supplies

DETROIT (AP) — Sevenyear-old Laura Denomie and
35 other children had just
started their English lesson in
Betty McCaster's first-grade
class. A man entered, exchanged a few words with the
teacher, then shot the teacher.
was
-Miss McCaster
screaming," Laura recalled
(She) reached her
later. "(
hand out and tried to push the
gun away but bullets hit her
and she fell back against the

WKU DormitOry

Cleared By Fire

Hospital Report

Going OutofBusiness
Sale

Stock

Making all A's and B's —
Jamie Barnett, James Bibb,
Melissa Brinkley, Susan
Byars, Cathy Crawford,
Amanda Dunn, Mary Elkins,
Gary Emerson, Larry Enoch,
Tim Feltner, Dale Finney,
Joanna Fleming, Tammy
Frankhouser, Roger Garland,
Joy Kelso, Kerry Lamb,
Keisha ! Lassiter, Kathy
Lovett, Jackie Miller, Melissa
Miller, Kelly Pritchard,
Debra Pritchett, Keith
Overby, Dale Sheridan,Sherri
Robinson, David Thorn, Mina
Todd, Anita Underhill, Lisa
Valentine, Sharon Walker,
Kim Willie, and Ronnie
Wilson.

First Grade School Teacher Shot
While Students Watch In Horror

Piano
Record Player
Tape Deck
Shelves
Counters
Desks
Files
Etc.

Owensboro Board
Requests Funds

OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
The Owensboro school board
has applied for $300,000
through local public works
corridor while police tried to demanded to see his wife. The capital development funds
The money woukt be used
piece together the youngsters' principal said he told Miss
confused stories of what McCaster, but she refused to for five classrooms at Seven
Hills Elementary School to
happened.
see Lewis.
replace five portable rooms.
Police and school officials
aid a man had come to the
school, inquired where Miss
McCaster's classroom was,
and entered it just as she
began an English lesson.
Pupils said the two
exchanged a few words before
the man pulled a gun. When
Miss McCaster told one child
RTGULAR $1.59 to $1.99 YD.
to go to the principal's office
for help, the children said, the
gunman became infuriated.
The Detroit Free Press
reported in today's editions
that Lewis had for the past two
• 2 to 10 yd Dress Lengths
months been trying to get
• Famous "Dan River" Ginghams
public school officials to fire
• Plaids, Checks, Clips etc.
his ex-wife. Lewis called the
• Hurry, Quantity is limited
newspaper several times,
YD.
claiming he could prove Miss
McCaster had Atolen school
equipment.
FIRST
The newspaper said Lewis
QUALITY
called a reporter Monday and
said he had signed himself into
Doctors Hospital and expected
to be there three weeks. A
hospital spokesman refused to
say what kind of treatment
Lewis had. He signed himself
out Tuesday nighL
School principal Wilbur
Klein said Miss McCaster's
husband, whom he knew
204 W. Washington, Paris, Tn.
slightly, had come to the
school a few days ago and

REMNANT
NO115E

FRIDAY ONLYI

GINGHAM
CHECKS & PLAIDS

4

HOSE

IL MSART

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elaine E. Etherton, P.
0. Box 342, Murray, Perry T.
Johnson, 100 Garden St.,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley G.
Morris, 1711 Wells Blvd. Ext.,
Murray, Mrs. Judy A. Wilson,
Rt. 6, May-field, William H.
Boyden, 1209 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Joe W. Lovett, Rt. 5Box 42, Benton, Mrs. Linda F. White, 1503 Martin Chapel
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Marcia J.
Darling, 805 College Cts..
Murray, Jimmy R. Elkins, Rt.
7-Box 726, Murray.

Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A LocalNumber
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

753-6434
Cooks Jewelry Anniversary Sale

Storewide Sale On Complete Stock
CentralShopping Center
LADIES' ENG. RING
10 pts.

MEN'S DIA. RING

SALE
$9500
LAIDES'-MEN'S
DIA. WED. BANDS

MEN'S DIA. RING

1 !t..09 pts.
14.kt. WHITE
GOLD

Ilipts. T. W.

1 cT. t. w.

SALE

$49900
LADIES' R.H.R.
.20 cf. t. w.

LADIES'
WEDDING BANDS
1 ct. I. w.

SALE

$79900

LADIES'
ENG. RING

ANTIQUE LOOK
WED. BAND

1 ct. I. w.

15 pt. t. w.

.ight4

$499!,
ONE TRAY

DIA. PENDANT
DIA. EARRING
14 kt. Gold

SPECIAL

$9995
sash

-amass=

SALE

SALE

969°°

$35999

20%

LADIES'
ENG. RING

10%

OFF
All
Pendants

CLUSTER
SALE

SALE
$56900

.08 ct. t. w.

$6995
11111111111110
'

OFF
LADIES'-MENS'
LEATHER
GOODS

SALE

. $4990°
20%-30%
OFF
LADIES'
MEN'S
STONE RINGS

$37900
LADIES'
MEN'S
!DENT
BRACELET

1•
".

SALE

LADIES' ENG. RING
—

_

SALE

sal 27oo
LADIES' R.H.R.
1 ct. I. w.

LADIES' R.H.R.
2 cf, t. te.
-

$12000

10/0 OFF
ALL STOCK

All
20% Watches
OFF
On
ALL
EARRINGS Sale

l'ww4111111111111MMINemwoleznam‘ootariaverz,
4

,
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Evergreen
Imo
4 Unemployed
8 Chain
It

Protioa of
bine

12 Caudal
appendage
13 Appellation
of Athena
IS Frolicked
17 Grain
19 Near
20 Obstruct
21 Mature
22 Anger
23 Sluggish
25 Simian
26 Goals
21 Dress
border
28 Gratuity
29 Inquire
30 Babylonian
deity
31 Pawls
33 Note Of
scale
35 Fish limb
36 Negative
37 Writing
implement
38 Bridge term
40 Unusual
41 Rage
42 Writing
implement
43 Bitter vetch
44 Unit ot
Latvian
Currency
45 Part of to
be
46 Conjunction
47 Jury lists
50 Labor
52 Wile of
Geraint
54 Openwork
fabric
55 The head
IslangI
56 Decays
57 Chinese
pagoda

--

£11111
1 leg,11 Notice

43 Pruller S
measure
44
boys
46

Young
Pnesls
vestment
47 Fruit seed
48 Meadow
49 Music as
written
51 Maocian
lover:10y
Zeus
53 Negative
IK
.
I'll

9

10 T.4

.5l7r, a

I,

..
V26

"..:

38

*Y.'.1e
39
......

,31

'10

32

';'.7.7A 1
...
•'"5
,..
..:. 40

39

50

1.;
....•:•:'1
k...
..1.....:1
7:72.
733 34
?I
,
. *

!....:, 44
•.•..
t.- l''''• •
,•.•.} 46
,:•.....,.
5i

..:4•55
"::•:•.
Dialr

1 Legal Notice

'•:•:*"....':
i',,YV.•':5
44 49

4
11
.
47

gs7

5
.....
51

, 56
4) 1. nile

Fe

WI
lurt Syndwate. I c 11.111

o'Vt4 ERANCA1,27HEIZ,
J08 IN THE 2EFEN5E PAN"
AN2 WENT TO WORK 3 .4E
TLEFBONE COMPAN•1

WE NEED TO STUN THE LIVES
OC GREAT WOMEN LIKE ,VV-(
6IZANEXITNER
-OUR
OWN ORANDAkniER TODA'f
ASK HER Q0E5710N5..

1:I
1. Legal Notice

INVITATION TO

PROJECT
The supplying and installation of play equipment in the
Murray-Calloway County Park located on Arcadia
Drive.

BID

PROJECT
The supplying and installation of trees, shrubs and sod
in the Murray-Calloway County Park located on Arcadia Drive.

Funded By: United States Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation - BOR Project No. 2100286

Funded By: United States Department of the Interior.
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation - BOR Project No. 2100286

BIDDING
Sealed bids will be received by the Owner:
The City of Murray and Calloway County
Calloway County Courthouse
Circuit Court Room
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Date: December 1, 1976
rime: 2:00 P.M.

BIDDING
Sealed bids will received by the Owner:
The City of Murray and Calloway County
Calloway County Courthouse
Circuit Court Room
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Date: December 1, 1976
'nine: 2:00P.M.

At this time, bids will be opened and read aloud.

At this time, bids will be'opened and read aloud.

%.::::y
'

4?
15

1 legal Notice

INVITATION TO BID

Siamese
14 The
currency
sweelsop
31 Obscure
16 Cry 01 crow
3280.
18 Diphthong 33 Moran
21 Att..'
34E mmet
22 Wribng 111110 35 Goofing
23 Pronoun
cleir.ce
24 Meadow
37 00 v.ous
25 River island 38 Quarrel
26 Worm
39 CIOUS fruit
40 Command
28 Number
41 Hu Mild
29 Unit of
I 2 3 7...74 5 6 ,

2/

1

Anssrot to SINKInaillOat S pun',

DOWN
1 Gave food to
2 lean s name
5Haphazard
4 Newspaper
paragraph
5 Parent
Icoltoq
6 Chinese
distance
measure
7 Encomium
8 Rodent
9 Man s
nickname
10 Listened to

FIN: SHE KNOWS
AXE. 71-iAN PEANUT
t-,COOKIE5:
(C

TI
NANCY

BIDDING INSTRUMENTS
'Bidding instruments consisting of documents,
specifications and drawings may be obtained at the office of the City of Murray Parks and Recreation Department, Box 224 Payne Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
1-502-753-7640).

BIDDING INSTRUMENTS
Bidding instruments consisting of documents,
specifications and drawings may be obtained at the office of the City of Murray Parks and Recreation Department, Box 224 Payne Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
1-502-753-7640

DEPOSIT
A deposit of 925.00 will be required from all bidders for
each set of bidding instruments.

DEPOSIT
A deposit of $25.00 will be required from all bidders for
each set of bidding instruments.

Upon returning of bidding instruments in good condition within 10 days after bid opening, all bidders, except the successful bidder, will be refunded full
dsposit. The successful bidder'S"deposit is-prepa_yment
for construction documents and will not be returned.

Upon return of bidding instruments in good condition
within 10 days after bid opening, all bidders:except the
successful bidder, will be refunded full deposit. The
succesolit. bidder's deposit is prepayment-4er eOfistruction documents and will not be returned.

Make check payable to: The City of Murray,Kentucky

Make check payable tolrThe City of Murray, Kentucky

BONDS
A bid security made payable to the Owner in the
amount of 5% of the bid must accompany bid.

BONDS
A bid security made payable to the Owner in the
amount of 5% of the bid must accompany bid.

A Performance and Labor and Material Bond in the
amount of 100% of the Contract sum will be required of
the successful contractor.

A Performance and Labor and Material Bond in the
amount of 100% of the Contract sum will be required of
the successful contractor.

Bids may not be withdrawn for a period of 60 days after
. bid opening.

Bids may not be withdrawn for a period of 60 days after
bid opening.

REJECTION
Ownei reserves the right to reject any or all bids and to
waive any inforrnhlities in bids.

REJECTION
Owner reserves the right to reject any or all bids and to
waive any informalities in bids.

WAGE RATES
.
Attention is called to the fact that not less than the
minimum salaries and wages as set forth in the Contract Documents must be paid on this project.

WAGE RATES
Attention is called to the fact that not less than the
minimum salaries and wages as set forth in the Contract Documents must be paid on this project.

EMPLOYMENT REGULATIONS
Bidders must comply with the President's Executive
Orders No. 11246 and 11375 which prohibit
discrimination in employment regarding race, creed,
color,sex or national origin.

EMPLOYMENT REGULATIONS
Bidders must comply with the President's Executive
Orders No. 11246 and 11375 which prohibit
discrimination in employment regarding race, creed,
color,sex or national origin.

Bidders must comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, the Anti-Kickback Act and the Contract
Work Hour Standard Act.

Bidders must comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964. the Anti-Kickback Act and the Contract
Work Hour Standard Act.

Bidders must certify that they do not, and will not.
maintain or provide for their employees any facilities
that are segregated on a basis of race, color, creed, sex
- or national origin.
By: Barge, Waggoner,Sumner and Cannon
Murray-Calloway Co.
Park Board

_

Bidders must certify that they do not, and will not,
maintain or provide for their employees any facilities
that are segregated on a basis of race, color, creed, sex
or national origin.
,
,•By: Barge, Waggoner,Suputer and Cannon
Murray-Calloway Co.
Park Board

BEETLE BAILEY
I REAL.* ENJO7
LYING UNDER A
TREE LOOKING.
OUT OYER Tke
COUNTRY5IDE

ENJO•if
UNPE1Z A TRUCK LOOKING
OU''' OYER TI-IE
GARBAEFE
PUMP

THAT-5 THE
'TROUBLE vVrTH
THE TRt.iTH
i.J5JAi.i.N1 TOO
'MLLE

OLPER
HE'S OLP
ENOUGH TO BE MEN MAKE
MY FATHER.
6002
Hu93ANPS
E5PECIALLY
AM11455ACIOR5.

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 753-

ORDER NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS
A LIVE
CHRISTMAS TREE

I KEEP 149PING SHE'LL MEET

SOMEONE„,10 MAKE HER FORGET...
THATMAN LIVING IN A CAVE...
WITH PYGMIES'!

111orfoll1 Island
S

Pine) 5

D-I-A-L
A-GIFT
BUCKINGHAM
RAY
D,rieland Center

ft

559.95
Order Now

operas Reg

GRAHAM
JACKSON
Court Square

$4995
Perfect Tree for now and
years to come. See one at
ow shop now.

_
c

BLONDIE
STOP, DAGWOOJ
YOU'RE TRACKING
MY KITCHEN
FLOOR

BACK OUT IN YOUR
TACKS AN)
TAKE YOJR
SHOES ANJ
SOCKS Oi--F

WELCOME I-40ME,
SWEETHEART/

HAIRCUT 81.00, Shave,
$.75. at Hornbuckle
litirber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Frida ,
hours 871: Saturday 8-3.
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

753-90a
15•4•04$60.04 Co"'

JOHN BAKER and Son
Auto Repair will be
closed from November
11 - November 30.

DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and 'Crafts Festival,
December 7,8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for information.
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

1.11 ABNER

2. Notice

15 Articles For Sale

AgriProducts
OH
Season

Salo
25% discount on grain
bins. Free interest on
dryers for 1 year. 25%
discount on spray
equipment. Call 7532958

3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to express our
sincere appreciation for
the many acts of kindness extended to us
during the illness and
death of our loved one,
Mrs. Fred ( Elsie
Lovett.
A special thanks is
extended to Dr. John
Quertermous, Dr. Hal
Houston, Dr. C. C.
Lowry, and the staff of
the
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for
their kindness and faithful service. We also
express
our
appreciation to Bro.
-Charles- Yaney-anet
Julian Warren for their
words of comfort and to
Mrs. Otto Erwin and
Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., for
the • lovely music and
singing. We offer our
sincere thanks to the
ones who served as
pallbearers and to the
ones who sent the
flowers and brought the
food to our homes. Our
sincere appreciation is
also extended to the
staff of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home
for their efficient services. May God Bless
each -of -you is our
prayer.
The Family of Mrs.
Fred Lovett

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 3 p. m.
before
day
the
Publication.

PFAITIGRAFF
Village
Dinnerware
Beige and brown
ironstone. Sets and
all accessory pieces.
Layaway now for
Christmas.
Starks
Hardware
thu end Poplar

DESK WITH matching
storage cabinet above.
Custom made for home
or office use. Call 7538560.
PIPE MACHINE for sale.
Two inch die to-9 inch die
with 7 different dies,
brand
new. Three
shallow L'a in. - well
pumps and supply
tanks. Going out of
business.
Sell
reasonable. Call 4892295.
BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marbleized and
solid colors can be ingalled by amateur.
Murray Lumber Co.,.104
Maple.
FABRIC FQR SALE.
Polyester knits, cotton
knits, and denims.
Famous name brands.
91.00 and41.50,-per yard.
Notions. half price. Can
be seen at 504 South 8th
Extended.
ANTIQUE OAK roll top
desk, oak icebox, white
pedestal lavatory with
fixtures Antique cherry
drop leaf gate leg dining
table. Call 753-1961.
15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR sare.
Call 753-6692 or 489-2371.
WATER SYSTEMS for
lakes - floating inlet
filters, sand fillers,
charcoal
filters,
clorinators, Myers
water
pump
with
pressure tank. Hirunans
Rentals, 802 N. 18th,
phone 753-5703.
SEARS contempory free,
standing fire place 475.
Call 436-2136 after 4 p.m.
TWO NEW Homemade
quil(4. Call 753-9997.

6 Help Wanted
8200 WEEKLY possible
stuffing envelopes. Send
self addressed stamped
entelope to: KASH-FLO
ENTERPRISES, Box
60669, Sactlimento, CA
'el 95860, Dept. FY.
NEED BRIE.'14 layer to
lay about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 3653933, after 6 p.m.

ONIO 041 CO •If•rt MINTY Of
remit j.. c446 6466•44 in.
1•4414, re wwfwe wWwWwei w M•w9,
arse Relpodlow ml•Ipwwww• 1.414
trod 9.4, Amen.. 1Wwwwes
CA I..e$6 Der. 01.4 45441

2 Notice

2 Notice

1,
JESSE
ROSS.
challenge all chess
players in Murray to a
game of chess. Call 7537158.

THE PHANTOM

FOR DES

9 Situations Wanted

• PROGRAMMER
analyst, . 6 years experience desires full or
part time employment.
Call 489-2124.
BOOKKEEPER - 18
years experience, full
charge construction
loffice. General office
work including accounts
receivable, accounts
payable, -payro11:4 tax
forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 7539284.
10 Business Opportunity
CATERING SERVICES
of fine foods, also serves
lunch only. Located in
West Kentucky city.
Price for quickple. Due
to bad health. Contact
Byerfinder, Sikeston,
Mo.

MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric
Western
shampooer
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop.•'
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Reasonable. Pickup in
woods. Or delivery. Any
length. Call 753-2359
AFRICAN VIOLF.TS for .
sale. Call 435-4397.
TWO H.P. air compressor. Dill Electric.
Call 753-9104.
TWO WHEEL utility
trailer, heavy duty
- -eonStriktiM.-5
Also 25 hp.
bed,
Mercury outboard
motor, runs good, $60.
Call 436-2448 after 4 p in

ri5.

ONE SPACE heater arid
one
cabinet
white
sewing machine. Call
436-6200 or 753-5500
16 Home furnishings ,
COUCU, chair
and
rocker. $125. Call 7538615.
EXPERIENCED sewing
machine
operators.
Apply
Calloway
Manufacturing Company, 111 Poplar St.,
Murray, Ky. 753-1486
BOYS BEDROOM suite
Young-Iiinkle
Ships
Ahoy, brand new Red
and chest. Call 753-2158 •

14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED electric
typewriter. Call 762-2796
days,753-9339 evenings.
SMALL PIANO in good
condition. Call 753-3110.
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of. land. Phone
437-4291
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Aces

SPEED QUEEN washer
and Sears dryer $125 for
both. Goo:d condition Call 753-0814
HARVEST GOLD GE.
pot scrubber portable
dishwasher. Like new.
$150. Call 753-0814.
ONE BABY CRIB and
bedroom suite with box
springs and mattress.
Swivel rocker, maple
bedroom chair. Call 743" 7569:

Saie
17 Vacuum Cleaners

FROM WALL to wall, no
soil at all, on carpets
with Blue
cleaned
I.ust re. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K,
Belaire Shopping
(-ewer

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. Nrw and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 7
-24 Hour aryswe ing
. senke. •

4

•

•
•

_
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
17. Vacuum Cleaners

Another View

19. Farm Equipment

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
18. Sewing Machines
SEWING
SINGER
MACHINE, zig zag and
all regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price. $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper, 1-3548619.
19. Farm Equipment
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
NEW FORD tractors and
equipment are on sale
now at A & I Ford
Supply in Paris. Parts
and service for your
present Ford equipment. We're out to save
you money so get our
prices before you buy or
trade. Highway 54 West,
Call 642.8544.

37. livest,2( 01
SMALL BUSINESS
with full
building
basement, next to
Woods Florist. Also
large building, 3 floors,
over 5500 sq. ft. Two
bedroom apartment
upper floor. Formerly
Murray Antique Mall.
Both at 4th and
Sycamore. Call 522-8469
or inquire at Woods
Florist.

806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.

WHITE farm
NEW
equipment is on sale as
never before. White
Motor Co. will pay you
up to $1550 to buy a new
White Harvest Boss
Combine
before
Decemter 31. Interest
free financing until
September 1, 1977, tax
investment credit, early
depreciation. White
cash rebates all add up
to save you as much as
$16,000. For your best
combine, tractor or
planter deal see A & I
Ford Supply, Highway
54 West„in Paris, Term.
Drive a 4 wheel drive
White Tractor.

FURNISHED ONE
bedroom apartment.
Near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109

Et;
°AMA-ZING-ALL THOSE Cl-ii?...ESE
OR CHAIR MAU HUA AND NOT
ONE UNDECIDED."
20. Sports Equipment
REMINGTON 1100 26
inch improved cylinder,
$185.00 firm. Call 7534652 ask for Eddie,
between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m., 753-9629 after 6
p.m.

27 Mobile Home Sales
1971 12 x 65, nice, furnished, $4500. Call 7532762.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top pricgs paid.
Saddle and Spur /Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

RUGER 308 caliber
model M-77. Like-new 3
x 9 variable scope Vial - 29. Mobile Home Rentals
carrying case. Call 753FOR RENT 10 x 50 2
0251.
bedroom
trailer.
Private lot. Couples
preferred. Call 753-4661.
1976 MARK TWAIN 20
ft. Bowrider with 188
NICE SHADY PRIVATE
h.p. 1-0, full canvas
lot for mobile home. Call
and trailer, $8,900
489-2595.
value, less, than 20
hours use, $7,100.
Early American
MOBILE HOMES and
Motel,474-2241.
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
22 Musical

Experienced bookkeeper needed _to keep full,
Set of doubie:eniry books. Will be required to
keep accounts receivable and accounts payable
journals, prepare payroll, profit and loss
statements and monthly balance sheets. Federal
tax reports must also be prepared on schedule.
The person we seek must have a knowledge of
bookkeeping and past experience in a business
office would be helpful. Assistance in training
will be provided.
Resumes, giving marital status, past experience, education and references, should be
mailed in care of P. 0. Box 32-AA, Murray, Ky.
42071. The employer will contact applicants
whose resumes appear to Meet the
qualifications.

PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for he
past 10 years. I'm very
qualified. References
available. Call 753-0296.

MAGNAVOX
Thanksgiving Day Sale

TWO BEDROOM all
electric mobile home.
$50 deposit, $125 month.
Water and garbags
pickup furnished. Call
753-2377.

$54900

UI:p

USTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

Trestle bench optional

$44900

SAVE '100 Only
Just 516.64 A Month
Nothing Down- No
Payment Until Jan. 77

P,

B Music
Kilortay, Ky.

354-8500
Res. - 354-8538
LOCATED IN AURORA
RT.5,
BENTON,KY.42025

Get Ready For Spring

26. TV Radio
LIKE NEW 19 Inch
portable color T.V. $140.
Call 753-0392.

' JERRY AND BETTY lost
their jobs, and now have
lost stereo. Take up
monthly payment of
only $14.44 a month on
their
beatitiful
Magnovox stereo. J and
B Music, 753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales

Ruth Ryan, REALTOR, Aurora
June Sheppard 354-8606
Jean Wilson 924-5479

Nelson Throat 474-2783

12 x 65 SHELBY, 3
bedroom, 14 bath, good
condition. $3950 firm.
Call 753-2957

APARTMENT FOR rent.
One. ,room...efficieKI.
bath, kitchenette,
furnished. Call 753-4451,
8-5 p. m. or 753-8618 after
5.
34. Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, furnished. Deposit
required. Call 753-9829.
NEW TWO BEDROOM,
central heat and air on
acre lot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
8110 month with option
to buy. Call 753-3745.

15 REGISTERED Angus
Heifers. Nine months
old. One registered bull,
12 months old. Call 4365618.
AQHA Buckskin Gelding.
14-3 hands. Wins in
Pleasure. $1000. Call 7676414.
38. Pets

Supplies

ONE MALE Pointer bird
dog for sale. Good
prospect.
Highly
registered. Call 1-3546281.
LABRADOR
RETRIEVER puppies,
AKC registered. Call
Paris Landing, 901-2328692.

WHITE AKC registered
German Shepherd
puppies, also black and
silver. Call 7534412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
HIDDEN
VALLEY
Kennels. All breed
grooming.
AKC
Schnauzers. Puppies
occasionally. Champion
sired male at stud. Call
435-4481.
41. Public Sales
111,G RUMMAGE Sale.
Saturday, November
13th, American Legion
Hall. 8-5. Small appliances, bicycle, 100
cup perculator, new
Sarah Coventry jewelry,
toys, nunaterial, men's,
women's, and children's
clothes.

CLEARANCE

sisr•

Used 25" Color TV
Used 8W 23" Tv
19" Cobs Portable TV mamma
&Wm Guitar S345

J

'79"
Nov '12"

B Music- MAGNAVOX
Chestnut St (Dix

c.m.r)44,..my

HERE'S COUNTRY
LIVING
with city
conveniences.
A
beautiful new 3 bedroom
brick veneer house with
2 baths. Extra large
kitchen-family
room.
Decorated by Interiors
by Edward and has
custom
drapes
throughout. Fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, all built-ins,
garage and city water.
On 2 acre lot. Price is
right. Call for showing,
753-7724, GUY SPANN
REALTY,
901
Sycamore.
KOPPERUD REALTY
now has five full-time,
trained
sales
professionals to aassist
you in- -Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
-office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want
to be YOUR Real Estate
People.

Oe 11-10-76 Wrens Wu
teamed from Mao Reel.,
Estes. Was' Wilsoo, leo
Talent, & Ramie Poe all
service sver Neel Estate
from eirr afire at 753-3263
across from Post Office.

Ws hats4 listing North
7t6 era. Prised from
$7,000 to $17,250.06 if pee
ore interested in on older
horse cell es.
Under cosstrectisa, 4
bedroom brick, lab 2
balm, Walden & lets of
atm footer's. No Deno
Rood.
Neese with Knape &
trailer perk, hated io
Stella, pee should sot this.

SE1
ho
be
0PM
pa

he
La
La
Pa
$1
J.
Re
Cl
64
BI
so
29

In

Geneva Giles

31. livestock Supplies

Sales Staff

HORSE SHOEING. Call
435-4482.

As A Fulltime

Consultant

A

$3599

Low 830'Se Well kept three bedroom, two bath,
large kitchen den combination, located in
Kingswood.

Walk to the University from this newly
decorated 6 bedroom,2 bath home. This versitile
property has 3 bedrooms in walk out basement
that could be used as income producing property
- Mid $30's.

40% off
Leather
Handbags

/3

Ou

A fireplace for Santa - move before Christmas
to this lovely home in Canterbury. Fireplace and
shag carpet in den, three bedrooms. 2 baths,
breakfast room and many other desirable
features.

Investment! Duplex at 1612 Calloway has a
potential income of $170 monthly, walking
distance to the University and apartments are
partially furnished. Can be purchased for only
$14,500. Check on this quickly.

Suits, Sport Coats,
Slacks

1/2
Price

Boots &Shoes for
every activity
under the sun!!

Good Building Lot. Located four miles from
Murray. Approximately one acre lot with 200 foot
frontage on highway 641 N. Alm° water district.

Panorama Shores. Year round living with two
bedrooms extra large den, includes two..,,
fireplaces on lot 90 x'350. Good garden area in
quiet atmosphere. Immediate possession.

Boot & Shoe

& Saddle Repair

Vernon's
Western Store
gin

Ne
M.
ca
75:

Ca 753-3263 oatimo
Mao Ms.
Mel Estate

Turquoise
Jewelry

13

wi
di
int
yo
Pe

losomearts 3 baram, 2
both home sittiee so 1.5
ocre Northwest of city.
"Mae en offer."

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

FOR LEASE- Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.

T

Leather
Coats

WE
be
ac
on
no
HI
re
pa

36 For Rent Or lease

The boots go great
with the new fall fashions,

TWO PORTABLE Black
and white T. V. Hi Gain
CB radio with antenna.
Bar with built-in stereo
and light. 12 gauge
Remington pump,small
desk. 1954 Chevy 34 ton
pickup. Can be seen at
Hales Trailer Court,
Trailer No. 2 or call 7535980.

Odyessey from 49"& up

Build that Dream Home on Sugar Bay In the
Beautiful Sugar Creek Subdivision just 10 miles
from Murray. Follow the signs to Irvin Cobb
Resort and you will see our sign on this nice Subv
division. Several choice waterfronts still
available. Many choice inside lots have waterview. Waterfronts from $8,100. Inside lots from
$3,200. Builders-call us for,special package
deals.

TWO
AKC
female
Dachshund pups. Eight
weeks old. Call 753-2378.

FIVE BARGAIN listings:
Four bedroom brick
with extras, 829,500;
redecorated and carpeted two bedroom,
$9,850; three bedroom
with extras on 2.3
shaded acres, $17,500;
four bedroom, needing
repairs, $8,900 and a two
apartment (old) house,
zoned business, $7,500.
C. 0. Boadurant Realty,
753-9954, 753-3460 or 7533690.

Dingo & Frye
Boots

24. Miscellaneous
Model 4464

Ruth
Ryan
Realtor

HORSE trailer for one
horse. Call 753-4936.

FREE COFFEE,t price
1st Anniversary Bargain
Barn, 13th and Main,
All
84.
Saturday
rummage items including clothing, 52 low
prices already marked.

We Have Over
40 Different
Styles of
Girls and Ladies

BALDWIN PIANOS and
_organs____Rentpur----chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, Court
Square,
Murray,
Kentucky.

bJ

-J

FOUR YEAR old English
Setter. Good shooting
dog. Call 762-2993 or 7537585 after 4.

43 Real Estate

„•

Is Joining Our

SHOP 32' x 44' on 1 acre
lot heated and air
compressor. Call 7537370.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery -Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky'',
753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

SAVE'100 Only
Just'19.85 A Month

FOR RENT - 3 bedroom
duplex apartment, new.
Five miles South on 641
Highway. $150 and
deposit. Call 492-8120.

41

Supplies

30. Business Rentals

NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.
Reed Music, Road 58:
between- Benton Mayfield, turn
at
Harvey. Call 527-8955.
25" diagonal Space-Saving Console.
Model 4512

NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th Street.

38 Pets

SADDLE HORSE for sale
with bridle saddle and
blanket. Five gated.
$550. Call 753-2380.

32 Apartments For Rent

BOOKKEEPER WANTED

ii, L9

Supplies

9-9 Weekdays 14)Sti
753-9835 Olympic Plata

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Pat Mobley
753-8958
Geneva Giles
753-6557

Located Southside of Ceti:ft Square
Real Estate office open doily Monday through Saturday
Office Telephone 753.445'

It

Member Multi-listing Service and Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors
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43 Real Estate

WELL KEPT older two
bedroom home on one
acre of ground. Located
on Ky 1836 about 2 miles
north of Lynn Grove.
House has recently been
remodelled
with
paneling throughout.
New kitchen cabinets
with built in range and
dishwasher. A good
inexpensive house for a
young couple or retired
persons wanting. low
cost housing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, 753-0101 or
call,
'Brice Ratterree,
753-5921.

APPROAIMATELY 5
acres located on Blood
River Church - Keniana
Road one half mile south
of Ky. 444. Designed as a
mobile home court.
Deep well, two septic
units and electric poles
have been installed.
Could be used for
several good homesites
that could use_„. the
central water system.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main
Street, 753-0101 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.

CHECK WITH the folks at
KOPPERUD REALTY
for full-time, competent
SEVEN ROOM frame
Real Estate Service.
home furnished with
Just listed a very. neat
bath. Good outbuilding,
and
attractive
3
well, 2 acres very fertile
bedroom home near
pasture and garden
Murray High School.
land, flock • of laying
This home is extremely
hens included. Near
neat and tastefully
Land Between the
decorated. Many outLakes. Eight miles from
standing features inParis Landing. Price
clude oak-pegged floor
$17,500, $3,000.00 down.
in entry 'hall, economic
J. H. Austin, Southland
central gas heat,central
Real Estate, Box 233,
electric air, garage,
Clarksville, Tenn. 1-615patio, and lovely lan645-4635,
Roy
dscaping.. For an apBlankenship John- --"- porn ment- to -see Atha
sonville, Tenn. 1-901-535fine, home, phone
2978.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

GIANT
SALE
Inventory Reduction

Sale
Discount on most
items in store.

HITCHING POST
Aurora,Kentucky

508 Blair Street
Attractive 3 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath brick with patio,
central beat and air, family room, doubie
garage, and wall-to-Wall carpeting. Nice, comfortable home priced in the low thirties.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE pritiTait
4
4

ABSOLUTE AUCTION!
Saturday, November 13, 1976, 10:00 a. m.
Location: Mr. Harold (Slick) Crockarell's property. Directions: From Dover, Tenn. take State Nighway 49 toward Erin, apps. 1 mile from courthouse
at Dover. look for signs on property.
Descriptions: 4 Acre Tract. This parcel overlooks Impartifal Lick
Creek Sec-tier of Lake Barkley with very scenic view, No several
Afferent species of native trees, oak, dogwood 1, pspi.r Kers
you all find.. excellent piece for your garden EL track farming.
Parcel has plenty of privacy, landscaped. basertefal shrubs,
private lake site on this tree. Monte description on this trect
This excellern 4 bedroom brick veneer home has fell basement, 2
firephic-es, nice family /VOW large living room, kitchen with bah
Ii stove, nice cabinets, dining room, drapes grey. Oeli hardwood
floors throughout home. This home is practically maintenance
free with all exposed areas having brick or as siding Weir
nosily, drilled well. Large carport
16 Other Tracts will be sold consisting of 1 acre tracts Sob acre
tracts. These outstanding lots all have very 'comic views, some
will have water frontage on Berkley Lake. This property deuxyes everyone's attention Here ye. will find some of Stewart
(aunty's nicest homes already built.
Inspection Date: 1 P.M until 5 P.M. Smoky, Navenilier 7th
Terms 10°. down on sale dee, balance within 30 days.
LIST
1 -Cub tractor with hydraulic, allOVW , cultivator, plow, disk; 1 Almost neer I h.p. riding trector mower; 1-13lue gross Takao
(rimed* motor; 1-14 ft. Root
111011ler; 1 -Garden Slier; 17''2 h
8. Trailer: 1 -Shop mode heavy fireplace set; 1-11,000 IITU air
conditiewer; 1-21,000 BTU sir conditioner; lawtounietic washer;
1-dryer; 1-aice refrigerator; 1 -radio & stereo, ahnost new; lager TV; 4--beilroan sates, 1 oak set; 1-aice set Wag rem farnitore, several paiatings, 1.2. chairs, pole lomps, dialog table &
choirs, ornamental Iowa forwitere, coaches, chairs, sal tables,
toffee tables, complete boos* of igniters.
Auctioneer's Mote: AN this property looks lam • pork, being one
of the most beartifel residential areas yea w find. Nome avd
C10011. Jest. fine place to live.
fmniture extra nice
Anneencenient day of sole will have precedence over primed
matter

Sale By:

Bogard Realty
If Auction Co.
Dover, Tana. 615-232-5150
Auctioneers: Ed "Bogie" Bogert k 5411
Dover, Tenn. 232-6221
James B.(slimy, Sc. 394
Alvin E. Cratcher, Sc. 601

43 Real Estate

49 Used Cars & Trucks

FOR ALL YOUR Insurance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263. Across
from Post Office.
ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
`) r
40 ACRES.Tobacco barn.
Call 436-2139.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER,7 rooms and
bath. With dry basement
and carport. Large lot
and good location. Call
753-1961.
TWO NEW THREE
bedroom,cjntral air and
heat, carpet,all built-ins
on city water and sewer.
Upper 20's. Will consider
trading
for
something valuable as
down payment. Call 7533672.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home with 5 acres
under fence. One metal
barn, one 16 x 40 block
building. Located 4th
house on right on A. B.
Lassiter Road, shown
by appointment only.
Call 7534500.

1975 !OP UP top V.W.
van. 25 m.p.g. Super
sharp. Call 901-642-8371.
1970 GRAND PRIX, local
car, good condition,
power steering, brakes,
air conditioning. Call
753-0113 before 8 p.m.
1975 DA'TSUN B-210. AM,
FM, tape and air. 15,600
miles. $2950. 906 N. 16th
Street.
1972 DATSUN pickup.
Celery color. Excellent
condition. Call 753-5561.
COLLECTOR'S ITEM 1954 C.rysler Windsor,
• flat-bead
6
cyc.
automatic. Runs good.
Would be good car to
restore. Phone 354-6217
after S.
1969 VW Squareback.
Straight stick in good
condition. $550.00. Phone
.354-6217.
1973 BUICK Gran Sport,
power steering, brakes,
air, AM-FM tape,
factory mags', new
radials. Call 753-0113
before 8:00.
1968 MERCURY Montego, 2 door hardtop,
nice automobile. good
gas saver. $550. Can be
at McClures
seen
Garage, 501 South 5th
Street, call 753-0170.

1963 STUDABAKER
BY OWNER -3bedroom
pickup. $175. Positive
brick, excellent con- . irlaction. Call 436-2516.
dition. Good neigh- ,
borhood. Trees, fenced
1973 BUICK Century.
yard. 20's. Call753,8622.
Radio, runs and looks
excellent. Power'
steering and brakes. Air
BY OWNER: 7 room
condition. $2,750.00 or
hottseAsith carport and
best offer. Call 753-8019.
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 5/
1
2 acres
(with 600' Highway
1963 FORD customized
frontage) 4 miles north
van, mag wheels, 8
of Murray on Highway
track stereo. Must see to
641. Three bedrooms,
aPpreciate. Call. 492/
2 bath,-full basement
11
8441.
with kitchen,gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60' 1973 I. H. Scout II (2 x 4)
body,shop. Price $60,000.
power steering,- pOwer
Call 753-5618.
brakes, automatic
trans., positraction and
luggage rack. 304. cubic
THREE BEDROOM
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436brick house, stran-steel - 2136 after 4 p.m.
shop building. On twothirds acre. Call 7531946
CHEVROLET
8615.
Pickup, excellent
condition. 327, 4 speed.
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom 2
$1,700. Call 435-4113 after
bath, kitchen-den
6.p.m.
combination.
$29,500.-'
Call 753-8673.
1975 GRAND PRIX Model
J. Red with white half
47 Mutorc10es
top. Loaded and sharp.
1953 HARLEY Chopper , Call after 5,7534528.
full, customized. 1973
Honda --SL
-125;--gcsu•d--1972--AUDI 100 ES. Ak,
stereo, 30 m.p.g. Call
condition. 1937 Chevy.
753-7119.
Coups.Call 767-2726.

X 3E111E

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1968 VW for sale. In good
condition. Call 753-9302.
1971 DODGE POLARA
Custom. Very nice car.
Asking $1,075. This week
only. Call 436-2658.

1. Services Offered
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

51. Services Offered
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
forfree estimates.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
FENCE SALES AT
1970 VOLVO wagon,
high heat and cooling
SEARS now. Call Doug
automatic, air, A.M-FM,
bills, call Doug Taylor at
Taylor at 753-7310 for
20 miles plus m.p,g.
753-2310
for
free
free estimates of your
Excellent condition.
estimates.
needs.
$1800. Call 753-9312 after
4 p.m.
LAKELAND
CON- ROY HARMON'S CarSTRUCTION backhoe
penter
Shop.
1974 MUSTANG 11 Ghia,
work in Baywood,
Professionals. Building,
Frigidaire oven,chest of
Panorama Shores area.
remodeling, repairing.
drawers. Call 753-1603.
White rock delivered
Call 753-4124, South 4th
anywhere. Call Ross,
Street, next to Drive-In
1972 FORD MAVERICK
436-2505.
Theatre.
Grabber. $1400. Call 753p.m.
8664 after 5
KIRBY CARPET CARE
MOBILE HOME anchors,
clean rugs of all kinds.
underpinning,
1971
CHEVROLET
In business, homes, and
aluminum
awning, and
Impala, good running
institutioo rugs come
roofs- sealed. Call
family car, 81250. Call
clean
by
steam'
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
474-2241.
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour an50 Campers
swering service, 500
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
Maple 753-0359.
and
Wilson
put
16"TRAILER, camper.
aluminum
siding
and
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
trim on your house. Also
vinyl siding, aluminum
awnings and carports.
51 Services Offered
or vinyl awnings.
Call 753-1873.
Aluminum Service Co.,
NEED TREES
or - - --eatt-49t-88477--firewood. Call 753-4707.
HOUSECLEANING done.
Re erences.. Call 492ELECTRICAL WIRING
8318.
home
industrial,
and
air
MOISTURE
Conditioning, and
UNDER
refrigeration, plumbing FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
YOUR HOME
and heating. Call 474work needs call -John
8841 or 753-7203.
Don't let it rot rmr
lane. Phone 753-8669 or
floors. Cali the
436-2586.
CERAMIC
TILE
moisture Proofing
bathrooms, - Quarry,
Experts.
slate, mirrors, shower TREE TRIMMING,
Clinton, Kentucky
removal
and
ferdoors, paver tile and
Coll Collect
.tilization. 10 years exbrick work., Call James
1653-4760
perience. Call 436-2294
Hamilton 753-8500.
Free Inspection
after 5 p.m.
.
ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
CARPET CLEANING
shooting, specialty. Call YARD SERVICE, leaves •
cleaned out of yards.
experienced, very
Sandy Harmon,7534484.
Phone-753-8994.
reasonable rates,
references,
free -rd'GI....ASS REPLACEMENT
estimates. Quick drying.
work for automobiles, WILL DO WALLPAPER
Call 7534827 or 753-9618. 'homes, and stores, plus
hanging, interior, exstorm' windows and
terior painting. Free
HAVING TROUBLE
estimates.
doors repaired or
Work
getting lhose small
replaced. Window glass,
guaranteed. Referen• plumbing jobs done?
mirrors, and table tops.
ces. Call 753-3484.
Then call 7516614.
M and G Complete
Glass,
Dixieland
DOZER, LOADER,
GENERAL BACKHOE
Shopping Center; 753backhoe work. Grading,
work, white gravel,
0180.
haulrng,
and
bank gravel. Call 436bushhogging. Free
2306.
WANT TO do babysitting.
estimates. Call 436-2382.
In my home.Can furnish
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
references. Call 753- PAINTING
AND
and interior, new and
8227.
paperhanging by the
old work, with years of
hour or -job. • Free
back experience, free
estimate. Call 753-8343.
estimates..Call 437-4534.
WILL BREAK SOME fall
gardens and rake 'WILL D6 any kind of
UPHOLSTERING
leaves Call 753-8527.
- hauling, also garbage
custom and specializing
pickup in county. Call
in antiques. Call 7537534768 8 a.m. to 1:30
GENERAL BACKHOE
9232.
•
p.m. Afternoons call
work, white gravel,
5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
bank gravel. Call 436BULLDOZING, prompt.
2306.
dependable service.
Three, bull dozers to
serve
you
Free_ DOZER_
Nosey 4•41-yeareer
estimate. Call Steven
size ideal for leveling,
Mem nook as
Alexander at 753-1959 or
spreading backfilling.
EASILY311 pound portabe
L. W.Lyons 474-2264.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
ase dots all
•On.

BrIMSENVIC

,

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1975 SIX CYLINDER
straigh shift, long wheel
base chevrolet truck,
15000 miles. Three 14
John Deere plows. Call
after 4:30492-8336.
1974 B210 batsun, hatchback. New battery
and new set of Goodyear
tires. Low mileage.
$1,950. Call days, 4374195,after 3,437-4390.
1969 CAMARO Chevrolet,
307 automatic,$625. 1969
Ford Falcon,6 cylinder,
automatic, $350., Call
436-5366.
1970 FORD TORINO,
good condition. Take
ovcs- payments. Call 489E35: *
•
1974 OLDSMOBILE Vista
Cruiser station wagon.
Real good shape. Call
753-7639,
.

1970 MONTE Carlo.
Clean, good condition.
$895. Call 753-3704.
1974 MAVERICK V-8, air,
power, radial tires.
Local car. Excellent
condition. $2725.00. Call
73-4769.
1968 OLDS CUTLASS.
Call 753-4757.
1973
CHEYENNE
SUPER. Short wheel
based and customized.
Call 753-0405 or 753-0695
after 5.
1969
EL
CAMINO,
automatic, $1050. 1970
Ford /
1
2 ton, automatic,
V-8,$1,150. Call 489-2595.
1965 DODGE pickup with
a large bed. Engine in
excellent condition.
Needs a muffler. Call
436-2634.

1961
MUSTANG, 6
cylinder automatic.
New paint and new tires.
Call 753-7639.

1E1 DODGE Brougham,
air condition, power
brakes, and steering.
Cruise control, $1300.
Will trade. Call 753-9384,
ask for Bob.

1970 VW for sale. $600.
Runs good. Looks good.
Call 753-9385.

FOUR WHEEL drive
pickup. 1974 model. Call
7534779 or 753-4487.

1970 TRIUMPH Spitfire,
good shape. $1250. Call
753-2958.

1971 GREMLIN X, silver
and red, good condition.
$1300. Call 436-2502.

1974 CHEVY VEGA. Two
door coupe. $1400. A-1
mechanically. Vinyl top.
New tires. Extra clean.
Call 753-0165.

1968 DODGE STATION
wagon, power, air, disc
'brakes, luggage rack.
One owner. $550. Call
753-4769.
•

do

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co.. Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
'fences. Krill deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM
gutters. Free estimates.
Freed Cotham Co., 802
Chestnut Murray. Call
753-4832.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

TWO PAIR of solid coat brass and irons, S75 a pair.
Unfinished wood pedestal extension table, 5139.95.
Large crystal ash tray, $3.98. Wooden ware handy
kitchen utensils, your choice, 35 cents each.
Stoneware ash trays in o variety of colors, your
choice 51.20 each. Miniature stoneware jugs, your
choice S2.25 each. Nand blown glass containers
your choice, 5,4.00 each. Very reasonable prices on
our wide selection of dried flowers, Princess Ferns
and Air ferns.

Blackford House
1804 Coldwater Road

We are now Distributors for

E4,JER
Eller Plumbingware Diyision,
'Wallace-Murray Corporation

Bath Fixtures

Murray SupplyCQ., Inc.
Main

753-3361

EFFECTIVELYcigars nr,
,
S
I41 and raom
.1 veep 001rn ,
d t
•
,a a smole Sweat
,
ECONOMICALLYcleans Me Say
IX070Ssi(Aal5 00-at
a tricky, Of Ma tag

rtixi says or To

AUCTION
Saturday November 13 in 10:00 a. m. in Hazel,
Kentucky on Main Street. Due to foiling health, one
of our youngest collectors Ralph (Sliger) a former
resident in the county is offering the best collection we have ever sold.
Offering China cabinet, secretary catlfnet
combination, wash stand, marble top dresser, 3
drawer walnut chest, marble and other fancy
center tables, unusual highly decorated china
cabinet, bentwood chairs, beautiful newly
upholstered antique chair, matching metal and
Tiffany table lamps, Spanish table and 4 chairs,
fancy small mirror and frame,fern stand (looks
to be brass) large copper umbrella holder deer
head on sides, 3 cedar chests, 3 mantle clocks,
one wall clock all run and are nice, pigeon hole
desk, also modem bedrooni suite, matching half
size unusual bed steads, several chests, tables
with 2,4 and 6 chairs, nice pictures and frames,
group from one home Ralph says about 80 years
old, 2 statutes of women and tools that carved
with, Lionel electric train, coaches, station house
other parts all works, large china and several
miniature, china dolls, Most unusual, 1000 shot
Columbta-model M air rifle, Wm. Rogers, Sheff mid plate tea set, carnival pitcher and6 glasses,
several ruffled, footed and pattern pieces ofearnivel fold) marble, carved and other vases,
beautiful glass pitchers with designs, sugar and
creamers, all kinds of cookie jars, jug, several
small jars, 72 pieces of green depression, pink,
and other odd pieces of good glass, old wood
planes,/
1
2 horse electric motor, 36 in pipe Wrench, lanterns, cast aluminum cookware, and
misc-Also_'.%Little.&Cron:tic
near, detailed announcements day of sale. Have
store full of glass show cases cross street also
commercial washing machines for private sale.
Showing at 3:00 p.m. Friday.

Douglas Shoemaker-so2-153-3315

4111.•10

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

'316.00 Up. Floarod, ready to use. Prices sIN harms* 10*.
November IS -Sorry Buy the Dist far Less
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753 091-4

MONTGOMERY
WARD
Serving America
Over 100 Years
Here is an exciting opportunity to be your own
boss and share in tNe growth of our business in this
area.
We will establish an aggressive man-woman or
band-wife teamin a full time fratterirstqfataTtTg'
store in Fulton, Ky. Here is in opportunity to own
your own business with a chance to earn a substantial year round income as our full time
authorized representative in return for a future in
your own business.
Write giving your address, telephone number,
complete qualifications and references. All
inquiries will be held in strict confidence. Personal
interview will be conducted.

•

125 00 KR ROOM)
411.••••

Real for only 112 00 a day

B. W. Chambers
607 Market
Metropolis, ILL 62960

Bel-Air Decor Stole
FA Rh Como 7S3 314/

Wanda Brown, owner of The

Beauty Box, would like to
welcome her .new staff of
professional cosmetologists,Liz Phillips, Bonnie Watson andLois Snow. Each is qualified in
precision-hair cutting and air
waving, with up to 17 yrs. of
experience.
(Call For An Appointment)
a‘ken The
Naktical
N‘on

Beauty IIPfro lu
Box

Tues. - Sat.

i2

Mt.
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--Abb
By Abigail Van Buren*-

) Adopted Kids Have
Right to Know
DEAleiltAliliV: Would you like to hear some feelings
straight from the heart of an adopted child?
I am a 15 year old girl who was "chosen" at the age of
four days. I am so happy with my adoptive parents that
I ‘A ould never dream of searching for my biological parents.
Besides. I know it would crush my parents' hearts, and I
would never do such a tbing.
My "real" parents are the ones who raised mt. changed
my diapers. nursed me through my illnesses, fen me and
put the clothes on my back. But'More important than anything material, they taught me right from wrong and gave
nit' love.
To search for my biological parents would be a very poor
way of saying "thank you" for all my adoptive parents have
done for me.
I think every adopted child should appreciate how lucky
they are to have been raised in a nice home instead of in an
orphanage.
CHOSEN CHILI)IN PA.
DE AR CHOSEN: Chosen children have every right to
seek the identity of their biological parents. Whether the
-'reason for their inquiry is good or bad is not for others to
say. I vote, too, for the right of biological parents to remain
anonymous if they wish. However,a medical history of both
biological parents should be made available to the adoptive
parents whenever possible.

CA's lowest-priced
color console!
edag5onal"
9
9
1
1
1::
00
X

DEAR ABBY: lii get right to the point. How does a nice
girl meet 1 nice fellovv?
GETTING NOWHERE
the' house and goes
DEAR'GETTING: She gets oitt
where nice peopleare. To church, to adult education classes
or to the headquarters of a political party where she volunteers her services. •
She joins a little theater workshop, if that's her thing,
she bowls, plays tennis, golf or meditates. She investigates volunteer services in her community to aid shut-ins,
handicapped or the elderly.
She does NOT stay home waiting for some "nice fellow"
to ring her doorbell, because if he does, he's sure to be selling something.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "TRYING AGAIN IN GREENWICH": No one said it better than Malcolm S. Forbes:
"One thing that previous practice doesn't always make
perfect: marriage."

1 -Deaths and Funerals I
Elvin Thompson's Mrs. Jim Burkeen
Rites Held, Benton Dies Today; Rites
Funeral services for Elvin
Thompson of Benton Route To Be On Friday
One were held Wednesday at
Mrs. Jim ( Annie Lovett)
eleven a.m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral Burkeen of Murray Route
Home, Benton, with Rev. R. L. Three died this morning at
Dotson and Rev. Glenn 3:45 at the Murray-Calloway
Kesterson officiating. Burial County Hospital. She was 76
was in the Brewers Cemetery. years of age and her death
Mr. Thompson, age 79, died followed a brief illness.
The deceased was a
Monday at 11:30 p.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital. member of the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church.
He was a retired farmer.
.Survivors are his wife, Mfs. Born March 7, 1900, in
Thompson; one Calloway County, she was the
Ina
daughter, Mrs. Jannelyn daughter of the late Mr. and
Forrest, San Jose, Calif.; one, Mrs.Bud Lovett.
Mrs. Burkeen is survived by
son, Glen Thompson, one
sister, Mrs. Lula Palmer, and her husband, Jim Burkeen, to
one granddaughter, Miss whom she was married in
Gayle Chester, all of Benton November 1927, one son,
Charles M. Burkeen, and his
Route One.
wife, Bobbie Jones, Burkeen,
one grandson, James Graves
Burkken„ apd one sister, Mrs.
Maudie Hopkins, all of
Murray Route Three.-Funeral services will be
Long Quilted
held Friday at two p.m. at the
Robes
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. A. H.
McLeod, Jr., officiating and
$10
the Warren Quartet providing
the song service.
S,zes 0 fhru 18
Burial will be in the Temple
Hill Cemetery.
Brush Denim
Friends may call at the
in colors
funeral home after five p.m.
Jeans
today(Thursday).

• Automatic Fine Tuning electronically pinpoints and
accurately holds the correct picture signal
on each channel.
• -RCA XL-100, 10000 Solid State reliability! All chassis tubes—
a major cause of TV repairs—are gone!

RCA Zed:1t'TM -25" diagonal

• Super AccuColor black matrix picture tube—RCA's finest
big-screen color picture tube!

Come in and see for Yourself! Great buys on a
Great selection of RCA XL-100 Color TV's!
CHOOSE FROM COLONIAL PINE, MEDITERRANEAN. OR EARLY AMERICAN —
ALL WOOD CABINETS, FULL TO THE FLOOR, WITH CASTERS

Robe
Sale

$899
Sqes 3 thr—u / 3

Marcile's
Fashions
816 Coldwater Rd.

CHURCH SPEAKER
Willard Ails of Murray will
be speaker at the gospel
meeting at the Bethel Church
of Christ in Graves County te
be held November 12 to 14 with
services at 7:30 p.m.

PART TIME HELP

RCA

25" diagonal

THURMAN "CARLOAD" SAGE MADE THIS
SPECIAL BUY AND NO-WHERE ELSE CAN
YOU MATCH THESE PRICES. BRAND NEW
1977 MODELS NOT FLOOR MODELS OR
CLOSEOUTS, BUT RIGHT OUT OF THE
CARTONS. FULL WARRANTY, FREE DELIVERY,
AND PAYMENTS TO SUIT YOU.

NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

All these XL-100 models have these great RCA features!
• Pushbutton cont o, of
color. best, br.gis netts
OM contrast'

No

Tette,:

5,

Ffwg, P.4 - •

wh,

WANTED
Must Have Own Transportation

Apply in Person See

TED DELANEY
Murray Ledger

and Times

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR

NO COST
CHRISTMAS
LAY-A-WAY

